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Foreword 

These essays on global affairs were commissioned by Canadian Global Affairs Institute, with 
support from the RBC Foundation, in the context of the defence and security, development
assistance and other reviews undertaken by the new Justin Trudeau Government. The topics
were chosen as a result of discussions with parliamentarians and senior officials in the Prime 
Minister’s Office, Privy Council Office, Global Affairs Canada and the Department of National 
Defence as well the advice of the Advisory Council of the Canadian Global Affairs Institute.  

The authors write from practical experience, having either served internationally or worked
domestically within governments. Our instruction to the authors was that their essays be 
short enough to be digested in a single sitting and that they offer policy advice based on their 
own experience and analysis. All of the authors also participated in conversations regarding 
their papers which are available in podcast form on CGAI’s ‘The Global Exchange’.

If there is a general thread to be found through these essays, it is that Canada can play a helpful 
role in global affairs but that both our influence and capacity has limits. We, therefore, have to 
be discerning in taking initiatives, and we must ensure that we have the capability and 
capacity, including sufficient budgets and experienced people, to follow through. Few 
initiatives are accomplished in the mandate of a single government and most initiatives 
require long-term commitments to realize results.

Being realistic in our goals is specifically addressed by Roy Rempel in his examination of values 
and interests and by Peter Van Praagh in his essay on what the USA expects from Canada as a 
reliable ally.  

Realism in our objectives is also a thread that underlines the papers with a geographic focus: 
Joël Plouffe, Stéphane Roussel and Justin Massie on the Arctic, Thomas Juneau on Canada in 
the Middle East and Randolph Mank on Canada in Asia.   

Michael Small looks at the lessons from one of the more significant Canadian initiatives, the 
Human Security Agenda, and argues that Canada should focus on the protection of refugees,
promotion of pluralism and empowerment of women. Pluralism is a theme running through 
the mandate letters of the Trudeau government and Jillian Stirk addresses how Canada can 
capture our successful (by global standards) experience and then apply it abroad. Ross Reid
looks at the promotion of democracy abroad and the lessons learned from our own experience 
and those of others.  

Darren Schemmer has specific recommendations around the current development assistance 
review, observing that new developments internationally oblige a new approach. The 
operations of Canadian business abroad, specifically Canadian mining companies in southern 
Africa, is addressed by Andrew McAlister who points out that the jobs and a reliable tax base 
provided by industry are vital to sustainable growth. 

Public diplomacy is important to demonstrate a Canadian voice and is addressed by Kevin
O’Shea, with cultural diplomacy addressed by Émile Martel and a free press by Ian Brodie.  

The views expressed are those of the author not the Canadian Global Affairs Institute. As a 
Canada Revenue Agency approved charitable organization, CGAI has no ‘views’ but rather acts 
as a platform and forum for intelligent discussion of Canadian global affairs policy.   

Colin Robertson, Vice-President 
Canadian Global Affairs Institute 
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Setting Priorities Given Finite Resources: National Interest Guidelines for 

Making Policy Choices 

Scholar and former PMO Defence Advisor Roy Rempel looks at values and interests in foreign-
policy making. Interests, observes Rempel, relate more directly to the prosperity and security of 
Canadians, while values promotion look to advancing norms and principles of behaviour in 
international relations and usually require some parameters, lest the policy objective become 
quixotic. Looking back, Rempel says the St. Laurent Government (1948-57) was especially skilled 
at keeping idealistic impulses within an appreciation of Canadian capacity and influence. 

Rempel sets the following guidelines for advancing national interests: the USA is Canada’s top 
priority; identify an inner core of priorities; develop global market strategies in collaboration with 
all sectors and partners; devote priority policy attention to core national interests; recognize that 
an effective military capability is a core national interest; given finite resources recognize the 
home game is more important than the away game and promote cross-party consensus on key 
national interests. 

~ 

How Should Canada Promote Democracy and Good Governance Internationally? 

Ross Reid, who has served at various levels of government as a federal Minister, Member of 
Parliament, senior staffer in the PMO, as well as provincial Deputy Minister says that Canada can 
help promote good governance and democracy internationally by drawing on our own experience 
of creating a strong and effective public service and through our administration of justice – our 
courts, police, and penal system. There are also lessons to be drawn from the experience of the 
disbanded International Center for Human Rights and Democracy. 

Reid argues for strategic focus, saying there is no point in “promoting something that we do not 
do well ourselves or enter into programs and initiatives that others can execute better 
involvement.” Instead, Canada would be in a better position to provide ongoing informed
support in a few areas than trying to be everywhere.  

Reid would prioritize political party development; parliamentary support; civil society 
development; support for the creation and the administration of election structures; advancing 
the participation of women and minorities; support for a free and effective media; and processes 
and practices that support citizen participation, transparency and accountability.  

The key to success, writes Reid, is to give the recipient partners the skills, information, options, 
and the confidence to build domestic institutions that reflect local values, priorities, and realities. 
Partnerships and multilateral coordination are essential. Those providing advice at home and in 
the field, cautions Reid, need to be prepared for disappointment and frustration. It is not place 
for “academics or theorists”, says Reid.  Adaptability and patience are the requisite qualities. 

~ 
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Revitalizing Canadian Public Diplomacy 

Former diplomat Kevin O’Shea observes that public diplomacy has become a preoccupation for 
most countries – the Chinese have invested heavily in the Confucius Institute, the Russians have 
improved their international broadcasting reach, South Korea has launched a branding campaign, 
while Australia and the United Kingdom have multi-year strategic programs. And now, Canadian 
Foreign Affairs Minister Stéphane Dion has been tasked to revitalize Canadian public diplomacy. 

O’Shea argues that public diplomacy is at the heart of modern diplomacy, with what Joe Nye had 
described as “soft power” now being a vital component for traditional “hard power”. States no 
longer have a monopoly on communication and must share influence with their media, civil 
society, business, and diasporas.  

Public diplomacy embraces a variety of tools: media relations, advocacy, cultural, business and 
tourist promotion, educational exchanges, and national branding. Goals are short, medium and 
long-term. Public diplomacy depends not on hierarchies but independent, diffuse and diverse 
networks.  

Canadian public diplomacy achieved an early peak under Ambassador Allan Gotlieb, who 
pioneered congressional outreach and the use of public diplomacy to influence American 
policymakers around the Canada-US Free Trade Agreement and the campaign to achieve an Acid 
Rain agreement. Former Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy employed public diplomacy on behalf 
of the Human Security Agenda that would net a Land Mines Treaty, the International Criminal 
Court, and resolutions on child soldiers and the Responsibility to Protect. 

Going forward, O’Shea offers a plan that depends on: a constant churn of creativity and 
experimentation; more resources for individual diplomatic missions to test and pilot; support 
across government but with clear coordination; utilization of our diaspora; linkage to events like 
Canada’s sesquicentennial and the campaign for a Security Council seat; and a focus on the USA 
as our trade and security primary partner. 

~ 

Pluralism & Foreign Policy: An Opportunity for Canadian Leadership 

Former diplomat Jillian Stirk asks whether pluralist societies really make for a different kind of 
foreign policy and, if so, what would a pluralist foreign policy for Canada look like?  

Stirk argues that the Canadian approach, despite our own baggage – our treatment of indigenous 
peoples and other groups – does set a successful model, especially when measured by the 
yardsticks of legal protection, participation, and social cohesion.  The Canadian experience, when 
shared in a constructive fashion, makes for a useful soft power asset especially in development 
assistance with a focus on global migration governance. However, cautions Stirk, this needs to be 
applied in concert with other multilateral initiatives.  

For Stirk, key ingredients would include: developing an early warning system that would trigger 
conflict prevention measures; creative burden sharing; addressing those migrants who fall outside 
the current refugee conventions; cracking down on human trafficking; employing private 
sponsorships in refugee resettlement; and fixing the seams in current legal protections.  

~ 
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L’idée de relancer le volet culturel d’une politique étrangère canadienne 

Former diplomat Émile Martel makes the case for cultural diplomacy, comparing it to an 
orchestral production. Success, says Martel, depends on the conductor, the musicians, and the 
audience all coming together. As a first step, ‘cultural relations’ must return to regular usage 
within the foreign policy vocabulary. It would also help if both the House of Commons and Senate 
were to include oversight of international cultural relations in the mandates of one of their 
committees.  

Canada, says Martel, has a distinct signature in our visual and performing arts. It draws from our 
pluralism, our regionalism and a multiculturalism that embraces our First Nations heritage as 
well as the influx of peoples from all continents. But cultural diplomacy requires strategic 
coordination and resources, the lack of which have handicapped the Canadian contribution in 
recent years. Martel argues for a revitalization of the cultural envoys’ program and its recognition 
as a distinct career stream drawing heavily from the Canada Council but with its coordination 
coming from a bureau responsible for cultural relations within Global Affairs Canada.  

Cultural envoys, with local support, would be permanently based in Tokyo, Moscow, London, 
Paris, New York, Berlin, Beijing, Dakar, Mexico City, Buenos Aires, and Cairo. Their first objective 
would be to rebuild the cultural program through the development of networks and strategic 
plans.   

~ 

Should Canada revisit the Human Security Agenda? 

Former diplomat Michael Small argues that the Human Security Agenda of the Chrétien 
government was a shift in “the angle of vision” from one that was state-centric to one that placed 
people – their personal protection and the protection of their rights – at the heart of foreign policy. 
It encompassed previously separate fields including arms control, human rights, humanitarian 
affairs, peace operations, international justice and democratic governance – all of which assumed 
greater focus with the increase in failing states and intrastate conflict.  

Success of the initiatives, says Small, depended on five factors: a minister (Lloyd Axworthy) who 
championed the suite; the timeliness of the human security idea; an agenda that was people-
focused and could be advocated by a middle power with support from civil society; an agenda that 
caught Canadian imagination and reflected longstanding commitment to human rights and 
peacekeeping; and a belief that ideas mattered and that they could be operationalized to effect.  

Small argues that Canada is better prepared today to undertake a new suite of initiatives 
because of the experience and lessons learned from the Human Security Agenda, our 
subsequent experiences in Afghanistan, and the new coherence between development 
assistance, trade and foreign policy with the creation of a single department. But, there are more 
actors on the field able to play on human security and they have been active during the decade 
that Canada was not.  

The author warns, however, that the risks are also greater because of increased violence in 
fragile and failed states as well as state-centered hard threats like North Korea and the violent 
extremism of ISIS and Al-Qaeda. To conclude, Small suggests that Canada focus its ambitions in 
three areas: promotion of pluralism, protection of refugees, and empowerment of women. 

~ 
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Freedom of the Press: A Soft Power Focus for Canada 

Scholar and former PMO Chief of Staff Ian Brodie writes on freedom of press, arguing that as an 
element of ‘soft power’ it can help advance and preserve peace and security. Brodie notes that 
technology is changing how media gathers and delivers its product. He points to Toronto’s Citizen 
Lab as a unique Canadian resource, “which works in many languages to liberate digital 
communications from authoritarian governments and their on-line Great Walls.” Brodie 
concludes that with a modest budget and creative leadership, Canadian soft power can enable 
domestic, on-the-ground, digital reporting on oppressive regimes around the world.  

~ 

What the USA Expects from Canada as a Reliable Ally 

Peter Van Praagh, the founder and CEO of the Halifax International Security Forum, says the US 
tests of a ‘reliable security partner’ for Canada depends on Canada’s full participation in 
NORAD (especially in Arctic defence), NATO (which means meeting the 2% of GDP defence 
spending), and in the US-led coalitions of the willing (e.g. Libya and Syria).  

Van Praagh, who previously served as a senior ministerial policy advisor, says Canada possesses 
the advantages of a good name, a global reputation for fairness, and a first-class military – all 
qualities that the US values when it is building regional or global coalitions. Military to military 
cooperation is important, like the kind of interoperability demonstrated through the Canada-US 
partnership in NORAD and through NATO. However, the author observers, the protectionist and 
isolationist elements in the US population, manifested in the Sanders and Trump movements, 
will complicate life for Canadian policymakers. 

~ 

What should Canada be doing (and not doing) in ASEAN and Asia? 

Former diplomat Randolph Mank looks at Canada’s relationship with ASEAN nations, arguing 
that being there is about staying in the game in this dynamic part of the world. There are the rising 
security anxieties – Chinese aggression in the South and East China Seas, North Korean nuclear 
capacity building, incipient terrorism and banditry. But Mank acknowledges, that in terms of the 
growing security anxieties there is not a lot Canada can do given its current limited capacity and 
capability, that being said, the net effect on Canadian interests is also probably marginal. We likely 
would get more for our money by negotiating additional trade deals than taking on the obligations 
that come with membership in regional security pacts.  

The economic arguments – these are the fastest growing economies with opportunities for 
Canadian investment and an appetite for Canadian products – are clear. There are challenges, 
including corruption and poor governance in many ASEAN nations, distance from market, and 
our self-inflicted handicaps around road, rail, and port access. US competition, regardless of the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership, is ahead of Canada in reaching out to ASEAN. So what should we do?  
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Mank makes a series of recommendations including: strengthening bilateral relations through, 
for example, joining the China sponsored Asia Infrastructure Development Bank; negotiating 
bilateral trade deals with China, India and Japan; more linkage between our learning and research 
institutes; closer regional economic cooperation; more focus on supply chain opportunities with 
regional Asian enterprises; closer coordination with the provinces in trade and investment 
promotion; refining our development programs to complement our trade and investment 
objectives; and more people-to-people exchange by making the visa process more efficient, 
adopting, for example, the ASEAN Travel Card. 

~ 

Canada and the Middle East 

According to Scholar Thomas Juneau, Canadian policy towards the Middle East tends to reflect 
two divergent approaches: a liberal and unrealistic moral vision of Canada as honest broker and 
a conservative emphasis on interests and values that is, in practice, selective and partial. Juneau 
suggests that instead, Canada needs to start with two questions: What are our interests in the 
region and how should these translate this into policy?  

Canada has no significant threats in the region, which gives it wider scope for action. As such, 
opportunity, not threat, should guide Canadian policies. Our interests, writes Juneau, should be 
guided by the following principles: support the development of a regional security framework of 
predictable rules; counter terrorism, and work towards the eradication of its root causes; prevent 
the onset of inter-state wars; contain intra-state wars; ensure freedom of navigation and the free 
flow of oil; and prevent the spread of nuclear weapons. 

Acknowledging that Canada is not a major power, though it is unlikely to have a major impact it 
does have wider room to maneuverer to be helpful, especially in the development of a stronger 
regional security framework. Canada, says Juneau, should also seek cordial relations with most 
states in the Middle East (this would include Iran), but while being mindful of Canadian 
capacity. 

~ 

Renewing the Arctic Dimension to Canada’s National Defence Policy 

Scholars Joël Plouffe, Stéphane Roussel and Justin Massie argue that there is currently no 
military threat to Canada in the Arctic and that the involved nations, including Russia, say they 
would all prefer to settle outstanding boundary issues through international law. The regional 
multilateral organizations, notably the Arctic Council, continue to play a very useful role in 
economic and environmental stewardship of the shared northern space. While Russia has 
expanded its defence activity, the authors argue there is “no credible scenario” in which Russia 
would present a threat to Canadian sovereignty. They note that the USA faces similar challenges 
as Canada and underline the requirement for bilateral collaboration in dealing with 
unconventional security and safety challenges in the Arctic while keeping a disagreement on the 
North West Passage from becoming a flashpoint. The authors recommend adjusting Government 
rhetoric to reality (i.e. there is no military threat but development challenges); a focus on 
improving the Canadian Forces’ northern capacity (deep water port, air, sea and undersea 
monitoring) and capability (search and rescue); and to sustain good relations with neighbours, 
especially the USA. 

~ 
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Can Canadian Mining Companies make a Difference in Africa? 

Former diplomat Andrew McAlister considers whether Canadian mining companies can make a 
positive difference in Southern Africa, arguably the globe’s biggest development challenge. Even 
though the World Bank sees positive movement in terms of the percentage of Africans living in 
poverty (57% in 1990 to 43% in 2012), the actual number of Africans living in extreme poverty 
has increased. McAlister argues that a combination of public and private sector intervention can 
help generate the tax revenue to allow African governments to broaden their social safety net. 

Canada’s advantage is in the mining sector, which accounts for almost 1/3 of global exploration 
but with only 14% of that in Africa – about half of Canadian activity in Latin America – despite 
the recognition that southern Africa is a mineral treasure chest. To encourage investment, 
McAlister argues that African governments need to sensitize their communities to the advantages 
of foreign involvement; adopt national treatment policies to foreign investment that avoids 
‘special deals’; ensure regulatory stability; and design transparent tax frameworks so that there 
is a ‘local’ benefit and return.  

For their part, foreign companies need to practice transparency in their actions and recognize 
their corporate social responsibilities; build local partnerships with local involvement; 
demonstrate that their tax dollars are going into local benefits; commit to high labour and 
environmental standards; and practice aggressive ‘localization’ in recruitment, training programs 
and promotion within the companies. Governments need to look at partnerships as a win-win 
situation with an emphasis on communication and transparency. For the Canadian Government, 
this means active application and continuous improvement of its own Corporate Social 
Responsibility policy, but without layering on more onerous rules. Current development 
assistance should have a technical training and tax development dimension with equal focus on 
building capacity at the national, regional and local levels. 

~ 

What Next for Canada's International Development Assistance? 

Former diplomat Darren Schemmer observes that Canadian development assistance policy will 
need to factor in the new UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, the Paris Agreement on 
Climate Change and the Addis Ababa Agenda on Financing for Development. Schemmer notes 
that the Trudeau Government has addressed development assistance in the ministerial mandate 
letters and that they are committed to “connect the dots” between development assistance work 
at home and abroad. He notes that while most Canadians think of development assistance as 
humanitarian assistance, most ODA is for long-term development to reduce poverty. These are 
two distinct threads of development assistance and rethinking is required for both components.  

Schemmer notes the majority of the world’s poor now live in middle-income countries, and that 
the approach to their plight is different from those living in fragile or failed states. The latter are 
much more dependent on the international community for their livelihood and such assistance 
will require bigger budgets and longer-term commitment. Infrastructure, an area of Canadian 
competence and experience, matters to both, but now we have declared that gender equality, 
environment, and governance are also priorities. Finding the balance will be a challenge. 
Schemmer also says we need to continue to support ‘capacity-building’ because it involves the 
transfer of knowledge and not just funds.  

~ 
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  very Canadian government must consider how best to strike an appropriate balance 
  between values and interests in Canada’s international policy.  

The promotion of national interests in international policy encompasses those political, 
economic and military objectives that are directly related to the prosperity and security of the 
Canadian people.  

Values-promotion, in contrast, looks to advance principles, norms and objectives to change 
international rules and practices. These are usually perceived as having a strong moral 
component aiming to ‘make the world a better place.’ While values-promotion is often described 
as being synonymous with Canada’s national interests, in fact value objectives are usually much 
broader in scope and often possess end goals that are amorphous.  

To varying degrees, all Canadian governments have engaged in values-promotion 
internationally. The government of Justin Trudeau, no exception to this, has indicated that it 
wishes to remake Canada’s international policy to give greater weight to values-promotion.  

In this regard, the government has identified a broad range of new values-driven objectives. 
Included are objectives to advance Canada’s leadership at the United Nations (UN) and in other 
multilateral institutions such as La Francophonie, increase support for peace operations and 
lead efforts to combat climate change. The government also proposes to strengthen Canada’s 
contribution to reducing poverty, supporting fragile states and helping the poorest and most 
vulnerable through implementation of the UN 2030 agenda for sustainable development.  

At the same time, the government has also pledged to continue to pursue many of the interest 
objectives which were at the core of the Harper government’s policy. These include a 
commitment to deepen trade and investment relations with large, fast-growing markets, 
reinforce Canada’s relationship with the United States and other key bilateral partners, and 
work with allies to confront security challenges.1  

TEMPERING IDEALISM WITH REALISM 

The identification of such a long and mixed list of declaratory objectives, incorporating both 
value-driven and national interest objectives, creates challenges. For one, this agenda will be 
highly dependent on buy-in and ongoing support from larger powers.  

Such an agenda also carries potentially significant resource obligations. Who can determine, for 
example, what level of expenditure will ultimately be required to truly ‘lead’ international efforts 
to combat climate change? What resource demands may result from the desire to play a 
leadership role in UN or other multilateral processes?  

Any government committed to advancing values on the international stage is wise to develop 
clear parameters for doing so. During the Harper government’s term, value-based initiatives 
such as maternal and child health and the promotion of democracy and religious freedom were 
key objectives. Nevertheless, advancing Canada’s core economic and security objectives 
remained the priority.  

E 
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Failing to keep a values-driven agenda manageable introduces a high risk that policy goals will 
become quixotic when resource demands become unsustainable or if international support is 
lukewarm. Despite the allure that a government may feel to make a difference in the world, it 
must never forget that its primary moral responsibility is always to protect and advance the 
country’s national interests.  

This is a balance which some governments have been more adept at maintaining than others. 
Early in the post-World War II period, the government of Louis St. Laurent (1948-57) was 
particularly skilled at ensuring that initiatives drawn from an idealistic impulse were tempered 
by a clear understanding and appreciation of the limits of Canada’s influence. Some of the 
governments that followed have been less skilled at identifying core national interests and 
pursuing them with both requisite policy attention and an effective commitment of resources. 

In today’s world, the resources which Canada can devote to supporting its international policy 
are decidedly limited. So too is the in-depth policy attention that Ministers, political staff and 
officials can necessarily devote to the wide range of individual international issues that come 
across their desks.  

In this context, it is perhaps useful to consider some guidelines that can assist in ensuring that 
core national interests are not neglected.  

GUIDELINES FOR SELECTING AND ADVANCING CORE NATIONAL INTERESTS 

First, Canada’s bilateral relationship with the United States is the country’s most important 
international policy priority. Within the varied international policy ‘priorities’ that have been 
identified by the government, it must be recognized that, rhetoric aside, some will simply be 
more important to the prosperity and the security of Canadians than others. 

In this regard, no international relationship is more important to Canada than the one with the 
United States. The government should be clear on what its strategic objectives are in the 
Canada-US relationship and ensure that all Ministers and political staff give the relationship the 
requisite policy attention. While governments often claim that they will do this, there is always a 
tendency to be distracted by other less important issues.  

In 2004, former Deputy Prime Minister John Manley lamented the lack of policy attention 
which many Ministers gave to Canada’s relationship with the United States saying that “I defy 
you to find any minister either of Foreign Affairs or Trade who invests time and effort in the 
Canada/US relationship that is at all commensurate with its importance to the economy.”2 His 
advice, from over a decade ago, to accord the relationship real priority, should be re-visited and 
re-activated.  

Second, the government must identify an ‘inner core’ of interest-based priorities. This should 
be done by evaluating all initiatives based on their importance to the national economy and to 
the security of Canada.  

On the economic side, this means making every effort to implement both the Canada-Europe 
Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement, as well as the Trans-Pacific Partnership.  
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However, if one or both prove to be stillborn, the Government will still need to make the pursuit 
of alternative bilateral deals in Asia a high priority, and, in Europe post-Brexit, take the steps 
needed to protect all aspects of Canada's economic and political relationship with the United 
Kingdom (Canada's third most important commercial partner globally), as well as with 
continental Europe.   

On the security side, it is critical to focus on the most significant risks and threats to Canadians. 
In the current international environment there is currently no greater direct threat than that 
which emanates from terrorism and violent Islamic extremism. Since resources are limited, 
targeting and coordinating diplomatic, military and aid efforts to defeat this threat must 
continue to be a priority. 

Third, the government must work with all key sectors in developing effective global market 
strategies. In key trade and market development sectors, the government traditionally engages 
closely with stakeholders to develop strategies that will be effective in securing broader market 
opportunities for that sector. The Trudeau government has made this one of its trade priorities 
and has indicated its intention to devote particular attention to sectors such as clean energy and 
the cultural industries.  

This is commendable. However, engagement cannot be limited to just those sectors with which a 
government is ideologically comfortable. For instance, Canada’s defence industries contribute 
billions to the national economy and extensive consultations with industry representatives led to 
the launch of a Defence Procurement Strategy in 2014.3 Among other things, the strategy aims 
to enhance the global competitiveness of this Canadian industry.  

While the government is free to set appropriate parameters to ensure that Canadian defence 
exports correspond with Canadian interests and are consistent with national values, within that 
rubric it must also be willing to work closely with any sector that is important to the national 
economy in order to secure broader opportunities for Canadian workers and businesses. 

CADSI 
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Fourth, it is important to devote priority policy attention to core national interests. Ministers 
and their staffs often come to believe that all issues, every international process and every 
international conference are equally important. They are not. Every day spent on an issue that is 
of marginal importance is a day not spent on an issue that matters to Canadians.  

This makes it important that Ministers and their political staff develop a clear sense of what is 
most important to the prosperity and security of Canadians and what is not. Time and policy 
focus must then be managed accordingly. 

Fifth, recognize that an effective military capability is a core national interest priority. Thus 
far, there have been mixed signals on the government’s intent in relation to Canada’s defence 
policy. While there is a currently vague commitment to ‘increase support for peace operations,’ 
the new government has shown a simultaneous aversion to active military operations and has 
accordingly terminated involvement in the air campaign against the Islamic State of Iraq and 
the Levant (ISIL). This approach seems indicative of an underlying discomfort with the military 
component of international policy.4  

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, the government of Pierre Trudeau had a similar 
discomfort with the military component of international policy. The result was a loss of 
Canadian influence with key allies. While by the mid-to-late 1970s the government belatedly 
sought to adjust its policy approach and again accord military capability greater weight, 
Canada’s ability to advance both political and economic objectives, particularly with its 
European allies and within the European Community, had suffered in the interim.  

Canada cannot afford a repetition of these mistakes. The government would be wise to utilize 
the Defence Policy Review to demonstrate clearly that it understands that both an effective 
military capability and a willingness to use that capability when necessary will be an essential 
pillar of international policy.  

Sixth, given finite defence resources, the ‘home game’ is more important than the ‘away game.’ 
Canada currently spends just under $20 billion annually on defence – or about 1% of its Gross 
National Product. The new government has pledged to meet the commitment made by the 
Harper government to increase the annual defence escalator from 2% to 3% beginning in 
2017/2018. However, to renew all of the Canadian Armed Forces’ (CAF) core capabilities, 
further spending increases will likely be required, particularly after 2020. At the same time, this 
may now have become more difficult due to the government’s decision to run large budget 
deficits in the years ahead. 

In this context, it will be important to prioritize those defence missions and tasks that are most 
essential for protecting Canada, the air and sea approaches to Canadian territory and national 
sovereignty. This alone will be an extensive (and expensive) undertaking, requiring a range of 
modernized and new capabilities. While some, including within the CAF, may wish to see a focus 
made on new expeditionary capabilities, unless and until additional resources are provided, 
defence priorities within North America must be the emphasis in the years ahead.  

And, finally, cross-party consensus on key national interest objectives must be promoted 
wherever feasible. Much attention has so far been focused on areas of difference between the 
new government and the Harper government. However, in several areas the Trudeau 
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government has indicated an intent to continue with policies which were initiated under the 
previous government. This is the case with respect to the thinning of the Canada-US border, 
expanding trade opportunities with growing markets, prioritizing the protection of Canada’s 
sovereignty, including in the Arctic, and rebuilding maritime capabilities through the National 
Shipbuilding Procurement Strategy (NSPS).5  

This is important and welcome. Core national interest objectives are often pursued over many 
years, and even decades, making the maintenance of political consensus a critical component in 
ensuring that objectives which are important to Canadians are successfully implemented.  

This should never be forgotten as a government considers policy alternatives and options. Any 
government that is able to deepen a national interest consensus in international policy builds an 
important legacy for itself and the country. More importantly, in that effort, it ultimately 
enhances the security and prosperity of all Canadians. 

CBC News
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1 The full priority list can be found at Global Affairs Canada, “Our Priorities,” available at   
http://www.international.gc.ca/department-ministere/priorities-priorites.aspx?lang=eng. 
2 See John Manley, “Memo to Martin: Engage Canada-US Relations as one of PM’s ‘Overriding 
Responsibilities,’” Policy Options, 1 May 2004. 
3 See Global Affairs Canada, “Export Strategy for Defence Procurement,”  Media Release, February 2014, 
available at http://www.international.gc.ca/media/comm/news-communiques/2014/02/pw-tp-
bg.aspx?lang=eng. 
4 See Kim Richard Nossal in this regard. Kim Richard Nossal, “Canada is Back – Part Two: Trudeau and 
the Use of Force,” CDA Institute Blog, The Forum, 28 January 2016, available at 
https://www.cdainstitute.ca/en/blog/entry/canada-is-back-part-2-trudeau-and-the-use-of-force. 
5 See the mandate letters given to the Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Minister of National Defence,  
available at http://pm.gc.ca/eng/minister-foreign-affairs-mandate-letter and  
http://www.pm.gc.ca/eng/minister-national-defence-mandate-letter. 

http://www.international.gc.ca/media/comm/news-communiques/2014/02/pw-tp-bg.aspx?lang=eng
http://www.international.gc.ca/media/comm/news-communiques/2014/02/pw-tp-bg.aspx?lang=eng
https://www.cdainstitute.ca/en/blog/entry/canada-is-back-part-2-trudeau-and-the-use-of-force
http://pm.gc.ca/eng/minister-foreign-affairs-mandate-letter
http://www.pm.gc.ca/eng/minister-national-defence-mandate-letter
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anada has been seen by people around the world as a model of what can be done when 
people come together in common cause to create and use institutions of democracy to 
build a fairer, more compassionate and secure country. Despite Canada’s own 

insecurities and frustrations in this area Canadians should be confident in what they have 
accomplished at home and welcome the opportunity to share successes with those challenged by 
some of the same circumstances with which Canada has grappled over the years. 

Canada is recognized as a peaceful and safe place where millions have been welcomed as 
immigrants and refugees seeking opportunities to build futures for their families and 
themselves. Canada’s constitution is a living, dynamic document that protects but promotes 
those political, social and economic institutions on which Canadians depend. Canada’s bilingual 
and multicultural society is an example of how people can protect and promote diverse culture 
so everyone is stronger. As well, Canada has found an imperfect but valued way to redistribute 
wealth between regions, and the rights of aboriginal peoples and their agreements with Canada 
are enshrined in the constitution reflecting the stature given to them. Individual rights are 
codified and protected, democratic institutions are described, and the rules of how Canadians 
live together are all laid out in the constitution. 

What matters is how we make these words and paragraphs real. Canadians are good at many 
things, and very, very good at several − including the exercise of the rights and obligations 
inherent in Canada’s democratic institutions and making those institutions work. These are 
things Canada can share with the world like few others. As Canadians we are seen as being 
committed to an agenda and a purpose. 

Canada has been active in support of democratic development in the past with mixed results. 
Multilateral organizations like the United Nations, World Bank and the Commonwealth have 
allowed Canadians and Canadian institutions to receive funding to conduct programming or 
participate in multilateral initiatives, most often election monitoring missions. The Canadian 
International Development Agency (CIDA) and the Department of Foreign Affairs, as they once 
were, provided funds to individuals, Canadian non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and 
more recently for-profit companies to conduct democratic development programs, usually on a 
fly-in-and-fly-out basis. CIDA and Foreign Affairs sometimes have been able to provide support 
to international NGOs in the field to support Canada’s mission or reinforce its priorities. The 
International Centre for Human Rights and Democracy was formed to considerable acclaim in 
1988 and was mandated to “encourage and support the universal values of human rights and the 
promotion of democratic institutions and practices around the world.” It was Canada’s most 
spectacular foray into the field and some would say its biggest disaster. Without returning to the 
debate, it is fair to say the mission as written was exactly right; it was beginning to find its way, 
although it was probably too late. There are plenty of lessons to be learned from its 24 
tumultuous years. 

Today Canadian NGOs, private corporations and consultants compete to share what little 
funding there is to support democratic development. Election observation missions are high-
profile, often well-resourced and usually of little long-term value. Too many initiatives involve 
short-term activity in a country with inconsistent follow up and little coordination or 
cooperation among partners. For the last 20 years there have been hundreds of Canadians 
working with political parties, parliaments, civil society organizations and in support of elections 
in every region of the world but most often for NGOs of other countries, mostly American but 
also British, German and Scandinavian. 

C 
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The value to a new country or one emerging from war or a serious collapse of its ability to govern 
is obvious. The value to Canada is too often under-estimated and under-appreciated. Stability, 
peace and growth benefit us all. Canada has the chance to create early and lasting partnerships 
not only with states but their political, economic, social, cultural and intellectual leaders. 
Canadian support of emerging democracies and democratic institutions is as much support of 
the women and men who will build and lead those institutions as it is of the countries 
themselves. An investment in their futures is an investment in Canada’s own future. 

Over the years there has been no shortage of debate amongst politicians, civil society leaders, 
public servants and practitioners on where Canada should place its resources and priorities and 
how Canadians can most effectively deliver support for democratic development. A major review 
of Canada’s activities and opportunities was undertaken by the previous government but it died 
quietly. There has been plenty of talk and little has changed. 

WHAT TO DO 

Canada should concentrate on programs that focus on fields of experience and expertise where 
there is a demonstrated ability really to enhance capacity and where Canada has been shown to 
be more effective than other countries. There is no point promoting something that Canadians 
do not do well themselves or fund programs and initiatives that others can execute better than 
Canada can. In this case Canada should prioritize political party development, parliamentary 
support, civil society development, support for the creation and the administration of election 
structures, support for enhanced participation of women and minorities, support for a free and 
effective media, and support for processes and practices that increase citizen participation, 
transparency and accountability. Canadians often under-value their ability to manage, protect 
and promote linguistic duality and how much others can benefit from that experience. More 
broadly, Canada has shown tremendous capacity in the development of a strong and effective 
public service, and the administration of justice through the courts, police and penal system. 
These should be priorities of Canada’s international development but are a separate discussion. 

Accord Ex 
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The benefit Canadians bring is their knowledge, experience and their willingness to share those 
assets, something they can do in at least two languages. Effective democratic development is 
rooted in shared democratic values and principles. International support aims to give partners 
skills, information, options and the confidence to build domestic institutions that reflect local 
values, priorities and realities. Any attempt to replicate Canadian institutions abroad is a 
mistake. Partners need practical advice, useful information and the ability to call on others to 
share experiences from similar cultures and shared experience. 

This is the place for practitioners; for those who have worked on elections, run advocacy 
programs for community groups, organized committee meetings for a budget consultation and 
campaigned with women candidates. This is for people prepared to travel to sometimes 
dangerous, often unfamiliar, places and engage for long periods in intense, challenging and 
occasionally trying situations. This work is for organizations with a commitment to provide 
long-term and sustained support, in country, with their partners. This is not a place for 
academics, theorists or development tourists. 

Coordination and partnerships are essential, especially in the beginning of a sustained initiative 
and in times of fiscal constraint. Coordination and partnerships at home will allow for the most 
effective delivery of programs and the most efficient use of resources. The British, Germans and 
Americans have created party-affiliated institutions that receive funds to support democratic 
development projects and their ongoing operations. The Germans fund the stiftungs based on 
election results and the Americans on a competitive basis. The British and Americans have also 
funded multi-party organizations that provide for a level of coordination and an alternative 
source of activity, particularly with international partners. In the past there have been 
discussions about a multi-partisan Canadian institute that would allow all political parties to 
participate. There was resistance from NGOs and for-profit organizations that feared exclusion. 
Perhaps what should be investigated is a multi-party and multi-dimensional institution that is 
run by a board that coordinates with government and those active in democratic development, 
negotiates funding policies and works to help set geographic and policy priorities. Bringing 
together many groups brings together their experience, networks and most of all their qualified 
people. An institution of that nature will have a size, depth and diversity that will be a stronger, 
more influential partner better able to marshall  human and financial resources and develop 
relationships and partnerships with the most effective national and multinational agencies in 
the field. It should not be assumed that a new institute or body of any kind is even possible but 
considering the history of the discussion in Canada and the experience elsewhere, it needs to be 
discussed.  

If Canada and Canadians are going to become more focused and engaged, there will be a time of 
transition when projects will continue to be funded and conducted by Canadian experts for short 
periods while working with local partners. The long-term goal should be to see Canadians 
resident in a country or in a region to provide consistent and ongoing support and to ensure a 
body of knowledge to inform any democratic development activity. Canada will be more 
effective by providing ongoing, informed support in a few areas rather than trying to be 
everywhere. 

On an ongoing basis funding for partnerships can support Canadian participation in multilateral 
initiatives, fund Canadian or international organizations in the field, support domestic 
organizations for specific initiatives, leverage other funds or allow for responses to 
unanticipated needs. 
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Any initiative in this area is not without its controversies. Disputed priorities, very different 
philosophies, competition, fear of losing resources or losing control, resentment and fear of 
change are all enhanced by the inclusion of political actors. One way or another there will need 
to be a consensus on ways to coordinate or administer Canada’s democratic development 
activity, the nature of the relationship between government and the practitioners, priorities for 
the type of programming to be conducted, and parameters around what types of organizations  
can participate and how they relate to each other. In any case, a dedicated Canadian 
organization with the ability to forge long-term relationships and draw on a stable pool of 
Canadian talent is a demonstrated need and will be a remarkable asset. 

Canadians have so much to offer. Rightly, the world believes Canadians understand how 
democracy can and should work and that they employ sound values and best practices. So many 
want to learn from Canada and share some of its success. Canada is trusted to be honourable 
and honest in its motives and goals. Canada has to meet its potential and the aspirations of so 
many others around the world.  

The Government should initiate a short, focused consultation that would address these and 
other questions. To put this in place it should take the following steps:  

• Identify the Canadian NGOs, companies, individuals or institutions that are involved in
democratic development around the world. This could include not only practitioners but
academics, Foreign Service officers, development officials and select historic
international partners

• Survey each of them, or at least give each the opportunity to describe their activity in this
area, articulate their aspirations and suggest ways to move forward.

• After reviewing the material, bring together a representative group to discuss the results
of the survey, identify substantive priorities for Canada in the years ahead and develop
options to maximize Canadian experience, expertise and opportunities.

• With any luck this process will result in a consensus that forms the basis of a partnership
with the Government of Canada.

The Opposition
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ormer US uber public diplomat Richard Holbrook once plaintively asked in the 
aftermath of 9/11 and the search for Osama Bin Laden, “[h]ow can a man in a cave out-
communicate the world’s leading communication society?”1  

The events of 9/11 and the subsequent ‘war on terrorism’ precipitated a huge debate in the 
United States, with Congressional hearings, think tank reports and a succession of high-profile 
political appointments as the Department of State’s Under Secretary of Public Diplomacy, on 
how to make public diplomacy more effective.  

Yet beyond the very American preoccupation on winning the hearts and minds in the Islamic 
world, doing public diplomacy better has become a preoccupation for many countries. The 
Chinese have made a massive investment in Confucius Institutes around the world. Russia has 
expanded its international broadcasting capacity. South Korea has launched a national branding 
campaign led by the Prime Minister. Australia and the United Kingdom have put together multi-
year, whole-of-government strategic approaches to public diplomacy. And Sweden and Estonia 
have pioneered nifty initiatives such as Dial a Swede or Estonian E-Citizenship.  

Are we in the midst of a global arms race for soft power? If so, it is very opportune for the 
Canadian government to task the new Global Affairs Minister, Stéphane Dion, “to revitalize 
Canada’s public diplomacy, stakeholder engagement and cooperation with partners in Canada 
and abroad.”2 

PUBLIC DIPLOMACY FOR A GLOBAL AND NETWORKED WORLD 

Public diplomacy is at the heart of modern diplomacy. Joseph Nye had the brilliance to note that 
the ‘hard power’ of coercive military and economic means of nation-states is no longer sufficient 
to get one’s way in the post-Cold War world.3 ‘Soft power,’ the ability to affect other countries 
through positive attraction and persuasion of ideas and values, is seen as essential to achieving 
international objectives. Furthermore, nation-states no longer have a monopoly on solving 
global issues so they must compete and collaborate with a proliferation of non-state actors 
(including civil society, global media, transnational non-governmental organizations (NGOs), 
corporations, individuals, diasporas) in an networked and digital world.4   

Public diplomacy is seen to embrace the tools of public affairs, media relations, strategic 
communications, advocacy campaigns, cultural promotion, educational exchanges and 
international broadcasting. Some scholars also include international business promotion, 
tourism and national branding. These instruments are used for goals in the short term (through 
media relations and communications), medium term (through advocacy campaigns and 
branding) and long term (relationship building through cultural and educational exchanges).  

Furthermore, accelerated developments in social media and policy networks have meant that 
the emphasis of public diplomacy is not on a hierarchical top-down process of a government 
communicating to foreign publics through the traditional instruments. Rather it means working 
in a networked environment of non-hierarchical and interdependent actors to achieve common 
goals based on dialogue.  

F 
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CANADA AND TRADITIONAL PUBLIC DIPLOMACY 

Canada has not done too shabbily in the post-Cold War period with its projection of soft power 
through public diplomacy. Canada was an early innovator, whether for the Canada-US 
relationship or on the multilateral stage. 

Ambassador Allan Gotlieb pioneered a new diplomacy in the 1980s in the United States, 
developing alliances with Congress, business associations, states, think tanks and the media to 
advance Canadian interests rather than relying solely on contacts with the White House or the 
State Department. Through advocacy campaigns and agile diplomacy, Canada advanced the 
Acid Rain Treaty, the Canada-US Free Trade Agreement and settlements on trade issues, and 
fended off the more outlandish proposals for the Canada-US border.  

Multilaterally, Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy harnessed the power of alliances with NGOs 
and multilateral agencies to advance the cutting edge international norm-setting initiatives of 
the Human Security Agenda (Landmines Convention, International Criminal Court, the 
Responsibility to Protect). 

And this being Canada, foreign policy reviews in the early 1990s and 2000s always talked a good 
line on public diplomacy even if they did not show us the money. For example: in 1995 Canada 
in the World projected Canadian values and culture as a third pillar of foreign policy; the 2004 
Canadian International Information Strategy proposed an international broadcasting mandate; 
the 2006 International Policy Statement mainlined the importance of public diplomacy; and the 
2007 Foreign Policy Statement pioneered stakeholder engagement online. Canada was also an 
early adopter of digital diplomacy and still is an innovator. 

So despite lack of international investment in defence, diplomacy and international 
development in the last 20 years (hence, the statement by John Manley that “we can’t keep 
going to the bathroom when the G-7 cheque arrives”), Canada still scores high on anybody’s 
index of soft power capabilities. Canada is a G-7 country with a strong economy, a successful 
democracy and federation, and a model for social justice and pluralism. It is a reputable 
international player, contributing ideas on international governance, supporting international 
peace and security both militarily and through norm-setting, and a pioneer and funder for 
international development and global environment issues. Canada is seen as a ‘nice,’ non-
threatening, non-colonial, welcoming multicultural country for immigrants.  

So what’s the problem? Simply put, Canada’s investments in public diplomacy tools (advocacy 
campaigns, culture and academic programs, visits programs, international broadcasting), 
already pathetic by international comparison, have declined even further in recent years. And, 
as Evan Potter has pointed out, Canada has never taken a strategic comprehensive approach to 
public diplomacy, except in crisis periods (such as the Quebec referendum) and has muddled 
through with various and uncoordinated programs, spread among many departments.5 With 
other countries ramping up their investment, does Canada risk losing the competition for 
international mindspace and will this have an impact on its ability to achieve international 
objectives? 
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GOING FORWARD: A REVITALIZED PUBLIC DIPLOMACY FOR CANADA 

Here’s a five-point plan for a revitalized Canadian public diplomacy. 

First, more than anything else, Canada’s soft power attraction and reputation depends on 
domestic policy and international ideas and resources, more than on any public diplomacy 
tool. Actions matter and they do get noticed. Accepting 25,000 Syrian refugees gets noticed. So, 
this means Canada needs to come up with ideas, leadership and resources, whether on 
innovation, global climate change, international migration, aboriginal affairs, the Arctic, the 
North American agenda, or development, diplomacy and defence. The policy reviews on 
defence, international development and presumably international policy will be critical, not only 
for the substance but for engaging the Canadian public.  

Second, the government should try a strategic whole-of-government approach to projecting 
Canada’s image. This may be the best time in years to do it. The amalgamation of Global Affairs 
Canada should lead to a better strategic integration and direction for international diplomacy, 
economic diplomacy and international development, and presumably a coherent international 
storyline and public diplomacy on all these key issues. As well, the Minister of International 
Trade has a mandate to look at branding, and with the current international buzz and curiosity 
about Canada thanks to the election of its first viral Prime Minister, Canada needs to seize on 
this opportunity. 

How about a Deputy Minister (DM) or Assistant Deputy Minister (ADM) Public Diplomacy 
Steering Committee, chaired by Global Affairs Canada, to bring together departments which 
have programs which contribute to the projection of Canada internationally (Global Affairs, 
National Defence, Innovation, Environment and Climate Change, Agri-Food and Agriculture 
Canada, Canada Council of the Arts and Canadian Heritage)? The committee would hear regular 
updates on respective international strategies, discuss possibilities for better collaboration on 
public diplomacy and build a coherent international message/brand and strategy. It could invite 
hearings from provinces and private organizations. The committee could even look at how to 
build on the success of the PM’s social media following. 

Twitter/@Canada 
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Third, the Canadian government must invest more in its traditional public diplomacy toolkit, 
particularly in three areas:  

 Each Canadian mission needs to have a sufficient Public Diplomacy Fund. Resources for the
North American and Post Initiative Funds have declined badly over recent years. It is
dysfunctional to have missions abroad without sufficient resources to engage and work with
local and Canadian partners on common initiatives. Money oils the machinery. The US
government allocates a mean budget of $2 million USD to each of its posts for public
diplomacy (ranging from $56 million USD to Afghanistan, to $8.4 million to Japan and $2.6
million to Canada). Canadian sums could run from $25,000 to $250,000 for each post.

 Canada needs to up its game on people-to-people exchanges. Canada no longer has an
international visits program targeting influential emerging leaders. Compare this again with
the United States which has over 84 different educational and cultural exchanges sponsored
by the State Department, the most important of which is the $90 million USD International
Visitor Leadership Program which targets 5,000 emerging leaders from around the world.
Furthermore, the visitors are hosted in US cities by 120 volunteer committees (Global Ties)
who organize their programs. It currently has 200,000 alumni in 190 countries.

 Budget 2016 had new funding for cultural promotion abroad for two years, which is
welcome, but needs to be continued and better integrated with Global Affairs.

Fourth, the Canadian government should embrace and leverage the urgent opportunity of now. 
It should use three important signature events (the 150th Anniversary of Canada (2016-2017), 
the Canadian chairmanship of the G7 (2018) and the Canadian campaign for a Security 
Council seat (2016-2021)) to put in place and road-test a new coordinated approach to public 
diplomacy over the timeframe of five years from 2017-2021. All three events are opportunities to 
engage international and domestic publics on Canada’s international vocation and its 
commitment to international solutions. These campaigns should be coordinated with any lead 
on the branding of Canada for economic purposes. Some thoughts include:  

 Get the Canadian public and international publics involved through participation in the
three events or digitally.

 While the Canadian campaign for a Security Council seat will entail intense traditional
diplomacy, it should also give priority to a public diplomacy campaign that should highlight
Canadian international commitments and seek to engage Canadian and global audiences on
priorities for Canada’s Security Council mandate, perhaps under the banner of ‘Canada for a
Better World.’ This campaign would entail events at home, at posts and a broad, ongoing
global digital dialogue, organized by Global Affairs.

 Establish a Canadian Diaspora Office and Alumni Office in Global Affairs to engage with
Canadian diaspora and alumni of Canadian universities and scholarship programs as a
means of working with them to engage with international publics on the three events and
beyond.

 Give the missions public diplomacy funding to develop events on all three events. Let them
go with their imagination.
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 Establish a new prestigious visits program for emerging influential leaders (perhaps the
Canada 150 Club), starting with this initial five-year period. The program could aim at 500 a
year (the United States has 5,000 yearly), putting the focus on up-and-coming millennials.

 Seek interested volunteer committees in different Canadian cities to help organize the
Canada 150 Club visit programs outside Ottawa and also work on the three signature events
over the next five years.

 Seek funding. It is encouraging that Budget 2016 allocated $35 million for cultural
promotion for two years and $50 million for to promote tourism for the 150th anniversary.
Global Affairs should put forward a Cabinet memorandum that would include public
diplomacy initiatives for all three events over the next five years (sustained public diplomacy
funding for missions in the United States and globally; ongoing digital dialogue/engagement
for G7 Summit and Canadian campaign for Security Council seat; a Canadian Diaspora
Office and Alumni Office; establishment of the Canada 150 Club program).

Fifth, the United States represents a special challenge for Canadian public diplomacy. Canada’s 
security and economic prosperity depend in large part on the relationship with the United 
States. And there will be a new President in the next year. Canada needs to continue to give 
priority to advocacy in the United States with the ongoing objective of making US audiences 
understand the importance of Canada as a strategic partner and neighbour. The recent 
Mexican government public campaign to rebut some of the wilder assertions in the US 
presidential election campaign is a reminder that the US scene is always unpredictable and there 
is no such thing as the downing of tools. Canada needs always to be vigilant, and public 
diplomacy is its first line of defence. 

Canadian Press 
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s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau makes his way on the world stage he has been 
championing diversity as a quintessential Canadian value. “We have a responsibility to 
ourselves and to the world to show that inclusive diversity is a strength and a force that 

can vanquish intolerance, radicalism and hate,” he says. He takes every opportunity to highlight 
the government’s Syrian refugee settlement plan as an example of how pluralism influences 
foreign policy. But do pluralist societies really make for a different kind of foreign policy? If so, 
what would a pluralist foreign policy for Canada look like? 

Of course one can argue that Canada does not fully embrace differences and that there is a 
serious disconnect between the rhetoric and the reality. Certainly the shameful history of 
relations with Indigenous peoples, and various episodes in the treatment of minorities over the 
years suggests there is a credibility gap. Still, I would argue that Canada’s approach to diversity 
is a successful and distinctive model, whether you measure legal protection, participation, or 
social cohesion. 

During the course of my career as a diplomat, whether I met with foreign governments, business 
people, academics, or non-governmental organizations (NGOs), I found the conversation 
inevitably came around to Canada’s diversity and its model of pluralism. “How does it work?” 
people asked. “How do you create a sense of shared identity among so many different 
nationalities? What kind of policies do governments pursue?” Many of my interlocutors were 
struggling with the challenges of increasingly diverse societies and they saw Canada as a model. 
They saw Canada as a peaceful, prosperous, pluralist society and they wanted to learn from it. 

For Canada, pluralism is both an asset and a form of soft power. As diplomats have expanded 
their work from traditional government-to-government relations to more direct diplomacy 
engaging decision-makers across society, pluralism has been at the heart of the Canadian brand, 
whether it was advocating for human rights, promoting trade and investment, or shaping 
development assistance. It is not that others don’t share the same values, but Canada’s 
commitment to pluralism and the diverse nature of its society is another tool in the diplomatic 
toolkit in an increasingly complex world. 

For decades Canada had a reputation as a committed multilateralist, based in part on the 
experience of pluralism, the ability to respect differences and to build consensus to achieve 
common goals. With international institutions under pressure to change and respond to a whole 
new set of challenges and dynamics, the need for creative, flexible, pluralist diplomacy is more 
urgent than ever. The fundamental values that underpin Canadian society − democracy, rule of 
law, human rights and pluralism − are essential assets for mediation, dispute resolution, 
peacekeeping and peacebuilding.  

Pluralism is also an asset in designing and delivering development assistance, especially for 
supporting good governance and protecting human rights. The experience of multiculturalism in 
the 1970s and 1980s, the evolution towards an asymmetrical or flexible federalism, and a series 
of recent political and legal decisions in the direction of self-government for First Nations are all 
relevant in considering different approaches to governing diverse nations and accommodating 
differences.1  

While the Canadian model is the result of a particular set of historical circumstances and is not 
always transferable, the experience of respecting and managing differences for the greater good 
of society is one that can have traction in homogenous nation-states dealing with an influx of 
migrants, or in states that for reasons of history include peoples of many different ethnic 
backgrounds.  

A 
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Some of Canada’s most important contributions have been in the area of governance. Canadians 
have helped write constitutions in Africa, offered advice on judicial reform in Ukraine, provided 
media training in the Balkans, helped municipal governments in Latin America provide more 
inclusive services, trained parliamentarians, championed religious freedom, and advocated for 
human rights and the rights of minorities around the world. What distinguishes the Canadian 
intervention is that it draws on the country’s own national experience, both positive and 
negative. Canadians know how difficult it is to undertake constitutional reform, and they know 
municipal governments are on the frontline when it comes to supporting immigrants and 
minority communities. And when First Nations’ leaders provide advice to indigenous peoples in 
Russia, or when they speak about balancing environmental protection with economic 
development at the Arctic Council, they understand the challenges of negotiating with different 
levels of government on issues such as water, land, resources and health.  

Today, with more players on the international scene Canada has less influence and Canada’s 
contribution, whether you measure investment, aid dollars, or defence has declined relative to 
others. It would be foolish to think Canada can return to a golden era of diplomacy, but if the 
government is looking for an opportunity to put substance behind the slogan ‘Canada is back’ 
and to advance the value of pluralism, there is an opportunity to lead on one of the defining 
issues of the 21st century − global migration.  

The dire situation of Syrian refugees and the impossible burden facing frontlines states − 
Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey − has focused attention on the need for concerted international 
action, yet Syrians represent a relatively small percentage of refugees around the world today. 
There is an urgent need to assess the lessons learned from this crisis and previous mass 
migrations, to consider new approaches, and to prepare better for the new realities. 

AP 

Global migration is a long-term trend and an intrinsic feature of globalization. There are 240 
million people living outside their countries of origin today, at least 20 million of whom are 
refugees. But what about the 45 million who may have faced unimaginable hardships, but to  
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whom the 1951 Refugee Convention does not apply either because they do not fully meet the  
definition of a refugee or because they have settled in states which have not ratified the Refugee 
Convention? The definitions of refugees, internally displaced persons, involuntary migrants, 
economic migrants, irregular or illegal migrants, and temporary workers are increasingly 
blurred. So too, the nexus among migration, human rights and international policy is a 
patchwork of legal, political, economic and social measures not well adapted to deal with the 
current reality. 

If the government is serious about making pluralism a cornerstone of Canadian foreign policy 
one way to do that would be to launch a comprehensive initiative on global migration 
governance. It is an area where Canada has extensive experience through years of immigration 
and refugee resettlement, and is widely admired. It is an issue where developed and developing 
countries will have to work together to find solutions. It would involve a range of international 
and regional organizations and would reinforce the role of the United Nations (UN). UN 
Secretary-General Ban Ki Moon has announced a High Level Summit on Refugees and Migrants 
for September 2016, and with Canada once again seeking a seat on the Security Council, the 
timing could hardly be better. It would demonstrate Canadian capacity and engage civil society 
where much of the expertise on resettlement resides, especially here in Canada where the level 
of public commitment and support for immigration, and for welcoming refugees, is 
unparalleled. At the same time, showing leadership on these issues would provide a concrete 
way of challenging radicalization and extremist narratives wherever one may find them.  

A comprehensive initiative would need to tackle both deep-seated causes and offer solutions to 
the current crisis. Any initiative on global migration would have to acknowledge and address 
root causes, including weak systems of governance, human rights abuses, poverty, climate 
change,  and ethnic conflict. It would need to tackle the legal, political, security, economic and 
social dimensions of the issue and, in so doing, develop a new international consensus or 
compact for addressing the complexities of 21st century migration based on the concept of 
shared universal obligations and differentiated responsibilities. 

Core elements of such an initiative could include: 

 instigating an early warning mechanism that could trigger conflict prevention measures and
comprehensive political and economic support to frontline receiving states;

 developing creative approaches to burden sharing that include both resettlement and
investment in host countries in return for their agreement to facilitate the full participation
in the economy and society of those who remain;

 defining new principles for the responsible management of migration that respect
sovereignty, security and human rights to address migrants that fall outside the Refugee
Convention;

 tackling the vulnerabilities facing refugees and other migrants through legal protection and a
crackdown on human trafficking;

 providing leadership on resettlement, and sharing best practices including Canada’s unique
model of private sponsorship among receiving states; and

 considering how existing legal instruments can be used to better effect, where gaps may
exist, and whether any new legal instruments are required.
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While many of these elements are not new, and many of the necessary legal protections are 
already provided for in various international human rights instruments, a global initiative on 
migration could bring them all together in a way that would leverage the capacity of the 
international community to help prevent future crises and better manage the ongoing 
phenomenon of mass migration.  

Of course none of this would be easy. It would require long-term investment, collaboration, a 
sustained effort to bring partners on board and lots of creative thinking. There would be an 
opportunity to engage traditional and non-traditional partners who have interest and expertise 
from every geographic region to create a powerful coalition. This is exactly what Canada did 
when it led on initiatives like the Land Mines Treaty or the creation of the International 
Criminal Court, achievements many sceptics thought were impossible at the time.  

Canada’s experience with immigration and resettlement positions it well to launch this kind of 
initiative. Canada has tremendous resources at its disposal, including a wealth of academic 
research, institutions like the Global Centre for Pluralism located in Ottawa, and most 
important, thousands of engaged communities across the country putting pluralism into 
practice every day.  

But if Canada is to use pluralism as a form of soft power, projecting ideas and interests in the 
world, Canadians need to close the gap between what we say abroad and what we do at home, 
starting with a comprehensive process of reconciliation with Indigenous peoples, and then 
tackling openly and honestly other stereotypes and prejudices which can be so damaging to 
cohesion and credibility. Canada has a tremendous opportunity to use its diversity and the value 
of pluralism as a springboard to the world. By providing leadership on a complex global issue 
like migration the government would be making a long-term contribution to human rights, to 
sustainable development, and to peace and security. It would also be a step towards an inclusive 
foreign policy that would define who Canadians are and what they aspire to be. 
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i on regarde la carte du monde, chaque pays est un orchestre dont les musiciens 
somnolent. Même le plus grand compositeur attend à la porte du théâtre s’il n’y a pas de 
concert ce soir-là, si les musiciens ne montent pas sur scène parce que les spectateurs 

sont allés ailleurs entendre autre chose. 

Une politique étrangère qui inclut un dynamique volet culturel réveille cet orchestre, avertit le 
monde qu’une voix distincte et originale est prête à jouer, à séduire, à surprendre et ramène ces 
spectateurs.  

D’abord, j’ai la conviction qu’il est essentiel d’inclure les mots ‘relations culturelles’ dans le 
vocabulaire de notre politique étrangère. Rien que ce changement aidera déjà beaucoup à ouvrir 
les esprits au sujet d’un élément important parmi nos intérêts et nos besoins. 

Les relations culturelles internationales agissent dans un univers qui ne dort jamais. Il y a 
toujours des gens curieux prêts à entendre la voix d’un pays et à juger ce qu’elle a de singulier 
pour en apprendre quelque chose, pour être séduits, pour répondre à sa curiosité et à son besoin 
d’évasion. 

Dans  tous les champs de la culture, une fois qu’on comprend qu’il ne s’agit pas simplement de 
divertissement ou d’un bien de consommation ordinaire, le Canada, dans les domaines 
numériques et tous les aspects de l’audiovisuel, autant que dans les domaines traditionnels peut 
jouir d’industries dites culturelles de toute première grandeur qui souhaiteront profiter d’un 
appui diplomatique informé et dynamique.   

La signature culturelle du Canada s’affiche par la singularité de ses créateurs, tout 
particulièrement quand ils véhiculent nos qualités spécifiques de multiculturalisme même si le 
concept est souvent rejeté dans d’autres pays, projetant ainsi un foisonnement créatif basé sur 
les arts et la création que notre géographie, surtout notre nordicité, et notre histoire et notre 
population – des premières nations, européenne, orientale, latino-américaine, récente en 
général – ont marqués.  

Non seulement les réseaux nationaux et régionaux et internationaux de circulation des 
événements et produits culturels sont-ils en place, mais ils ne suffisent pas à la tâche. Une 
structure d’appui à la diffusion culturelle dans nos missions à l’étranger porterait fruit et elle 
nous apporterait la culture des autres, elle favoriserait le dialogue de nos citoyens, surtout les 
artistes canadiens, avec les créateurs d’ailleurs, elle favoriserait un enrichissement de notre 
société.  

Comment douter de l’impact, pour la qualité de notre image et de notre influence à l’étranger de 
la présence de nos grandes troupes et orchestres, de nos interprètes de qualité, de nos écrivains 
et artistes visuels et numériques et cinématographiques et télévisuels sur les scènes et sur les 
murs, dans les médias et les librairies du monde ? 

Il faut avoir vu avec quelle reconnaissance les chefs de nos missions diplomatiques, ceux et 
celles qui comprennent que la relation avec leur pays d’accréditation est une affaire humaine, et 
non seulement une affaire de chiffres, avec quelle reconnaissance, dis-je ils et elles souhaitent 
profiter du passage d’un intellectuel canadien, de la prestation d’un interprète, de la présence  
d’une écrivaine, d’un cycle de conférences ou d’un congrès qui amène des Canadiens ou des 
Canadiennes engagés dans leur domaine. Chaque occasion de ce type est saisie pour aller 

S 
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chercher l’intérêt de l’autre, le séduire. 

Certains programmes de relations culturelles ont connu un brillant succès dans les années 
passées et ont, pour des raisons de microscopiques économies, été annulés. C’est le cas du 
programme d’appui aux études canadiennes. On trouvait là des universitaires qui, intéressés 
eux-mêmes dans un aspect quelconque de la réalité canadienne – historique, littéraire, 
géographique, sociologique, scientifique, ethnographique etc. – choisissaient d’en faire le sujet 
de leur enseignement, l’objet des recherches qu’ils menaient et qu’ils proposaient à leurs 
étudiants. Il en coûtait trois fois rien en bourses de voyages, en organisations de conférences 
régionales, en aides à la publication et à la recherche. 

Dans cette logique, on ne peut surestimer l’importance des relations universitaires et d’un effort 
pour inviter les étudiants étrangers à venir poursuivre leurs études au Canada. Dans ce contexte, 
un effort renouvelé pour établir les équivalences de diplômes est surement nécessaire. 

Tiffany Hamelin 

DES ATTACHÉS CULTURELS 

L’efficacité d’un programme culturel à l’étranger n’impose pas de faire de nos attachés culturels 
des impresarios ou des agents d’artistes. Non. Ce sont des gens qui sont familiers avec les 
produits et les œuvres de la culture canadienne et qui ont une familiarité similaire avec le milieu 
culturel de leur pays d’accueil. Ils sont nos courtiers : ils connaissent des gens, ils sont connus 
des galeristes et des directeurs de salons, ils ont fréquenté les librairies et ont été vus lors de 
conférences et de colloques, dans les festivals et les salons. Ils et elles savent recevoir et on leur 
accorde les moyens adéquats pour le faire.   

Celui qui connaît notre politique étrangère des dernières décennies et les diplomates canadiens 
auxquels elle a été confiée se posera vite une question, cependant : où est aujourd’hui, en 2016, 
cet attaché culturel ? À Ottawa, je suggèrerais qu’on en confie le recrutement à une agence 
comme le Conseil des arts du Canada, ainsi que la gestion d’un programme de relations 
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culturelles internationales, à la condition expresse que ce soit aux Affaires étrangères que 
demeure la responsabilité politique du programme et qu’un solide bureau de la culture y occupe 
un fauteuil à la haute direction. J’y verrais moins Patrimoine Canada puisque la pulsion 
internationale n’y est guère et le ministère est essentiellement ancré dans la réalité politique 
interne.  

Ce n’est que dans les grandes missions et souvent avec des responsabilités régionales que des 
conseillers culturels seraient nommés, à la tête de bureaux de la culture distincts des services 
d’information ou de presse, mais en voisinage avec eux. On peut en imaginer une douzaine dont 
Tokyo, Moscou, Londres, Paris, New York, Berlin, Pékin, Dakar, Mexico, Buenos Aires, le Caire.  

Je pense qu’il faudrait chercher auprès d’employés locaux dans nos missions l’essentiel des 
travailleurs sur le terrain, leur accordant de fréquentes visites de familiarisation au Canada, 
aussi longtemps qu’ils et elles seront issus de milieux du pays hôte où les actions culturelles, les 
événements artistiques, les réseaux et festivals leurs seraient connus ou accessibles.  

Quant aux Conseillers culturels canadiens, ils et elles devront avoir le sens des réseaux mais 
aussi un don de dialogue avec les individus, savoir réconcilier un sens de l’organisation 
rigoureux et des qualités de gestionnaire avec une ouverture d’esprit et un réel appétit culturel. 
Ils seraient des ‘recyclés’ de l’action artistique sur le terrain ; des  gens de la communication ; 
des gens qui ont un nom dans leur milieu et dans leur domaine, où que ce soit au Canada.  

Des gens engagés avec un mandat précis, d’abord pour deux ans, le temps de faire leurs preuves, 
puis maintenus en poste pour permettre l’aboutissement de leurs projets et la création d’un bon 
réseau de contacts ; des gens qui connaissent  les langues qu’il faut, tant canadiennes que locale ; 
des gens triés sur le volet après un recrutement par concours et qui savent ce qu’ils vont aller 
faire à l’étranger ; des gestionnaires culturels, des praticiens des arts, des directeurs 
d’événements. Des gens faciles à vivre et enthousiastes qui partiront superbement briefés sur 
toutes les formes d’action, y inclus et presque surtout celles qui ne concernent pas leur champ et 
leur expérience personnelle. Des gens qui, bien évidemment, maitrisent les médias sociaux et les 
nouvelles expressions artistiques. Un poste de prestige avec un titre diplomatique élevé accordé 
à une personne enthousiaste à l’idée de consacrer quelques années de sa vie à une carrière 
généreuse, dynamique et multidisciplinaire. 

LES CULTURES AU CANADA 

La ‘culture’ canadienne n’a pas à être étiquetée de francophone ou anglophone, de québécoise ou 
acadienne ou des premières nations ou des nouveaux venus. La loi de la qualité en assure 
l’importance et une politique gouvernementale éclairée en trouvera les porte-étendards  autant 
qu’un réseau exhaustif des festivals et des musées, plateformes et vitrines de la culture dans le 
monde, réseau canadien que nos attachés culturels auront justement comme vocation de 
découvrir, d’explorer, d’exploiter. 

Je pense donc à un important volet interne de cette politique externe, en dialogue avec les 
autorités provinciales qui ont la responsabilité constitutionnelle sur le sujet. Il faut d’une 
certaine manière appliquer aux cultures et civilisations d’origines lointaines une énergie que 
nous sommes enfin en train d’apporter aux expressions culturelles des premières nations, et à la 
multitude de foyers culturels si féconds au Canada. 
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Et quelque chose doit être fait pour valoriser et illustrer les cultures d’origine des futurs et 
nouveaux citoyens venus de régions du monde qui nous sont peu familières. En informer la 
population canadienne en général et illustrer ces cultures pour les rapprocher de nos habitudes, 
pour les inscrire dans notre sensibilité, pour s’enrichir de leur influence.  

C’est ainsi qu’il faudrait tenter à Ottawa de rassembler informellement les missions 
diplomatiques étrangères qui ont une offre culturelle, avec des grandes agences culturelles  
fédérales et provinciales (Conseils et ministères, diverses fédérations et agences). Ce lieu de 
dialogue et d’échange aurait sa fenêtre à la mission canadienne dans les grandes capitales 
mondiales où le Canada aura lancé ou relancé son offre culturelle et sa curiosité pour l’art des 
autres. Ne voulons-nous pas ouvrir ainsi le marché des arts et des événements artistiques, 
autant canadiens qu’étrangers dans un climat dynamique de tournées, d’expositions, de 
résidences et de festivals ? 

J’encouragerais, maintenant que le gouvernement semble avoir redécouvert l’importance des 
relations multilatérales, des retrouvailles qu’on pourrait favoriser avec les agences et 
programmes spécialisés en éducation et culture et même en sciences de l’ONU de l’UNESCO et 
des organisations régionales ou sectorielles.   

UNE FENÊTRE AU PARLEMENT 

Au  niveau politique, je suggérerais que le Sénat et la Chambre, si la chose n’est pas déjà en 
place, ajoutent, en autant de mots, les relations culturelles internationales au mandat de l’un de 
leurs comités ; qu’un secrétaire parlementaire du membre du cabinet responsable des dossiers 
ait aussi ce mandat spécifique. Je me rappelle de la nomination au Quai d’Orsay d’un secrétaire 
d’état aux relations culturelles internationales, interlocuteur auquel j’ai un jour rendu visite en 
accompagnant un membre du Cabinet canadien.   

Il faudrait revoir les ententes signées dans le passé quant aux relations culturelles ; elles 
incluaient des obligations et des calendriers, encadraient des programmes et fournissaient des 
occasions de relance ou une plateforme de lancement pour les échanges et programmes. De ces 
souvenirs ou de ces squelettes, succès ou échecs, tirer un peu de sagesse? 

UNESCO/M. Ravassard
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Should Canada revisit the Human Security Agenda? 

he trajectory of Canada’s human security agenda could briefly be described as follows. 
It became the defining doctrine of Canada’s foreign policy by the second half of Lloyd 
Axworthy’s tenure as Foreign Minister from 1996-2000. It continued to evolve under 

subsequent Liberal Foreign Ministers, despite their uneven personal interest in it, due largely to 
the bureaucratic and diplomatic momentum inherited from Axworthy. However, once the 
Conservatives were elected in 2006, the terminology was shelved, the funding slashed and 
Canada dropped out of sight internationally as a promoter of the concept.1 

The return in October 2015 of a Liberal government that is proud of its forbearers and is eager 
to recommit to international institutions now makes it worthwhile to look back to the era just 
before 9/11 and ask a few questions. What did the original human security agenda accomplish of 
lasting value? Is there an appetite today for a ‘2.0’ edition of Canada’s human security agenda? If 
so, what should it look like? If not, what if anything should take its place? 

Essentially, the human security agenda was a shift in ‘the angle of vision’ away from a state-
centric vision of security to one that placed the security of people at the heart of foreign policy. 
In the Canadian formulation of the concept, human security is advanced by protecting people 
from violent threats to their safety, their rights or their livelihoods.2 It brought together under 
one conceptual framework issues which had previously been regarded as discrete domains of 
foreign policy: arms control, human rights, humanitarian affairs, peace operations, international 
justice and democratic governance. Many of the issues on the agenda were longstanding but had 
acquired new urgency due to the prevalence in intrastate conflict and state failure in the 1990s. 
What was common to all of them was that they involved threats to the security of people that 
their own governments would not or could not control. 

By mid-2000, Canada’s human security agenda was officially organized around five discrete 
themes and 22 different issues.3 New issues were added as new threats and opportunities 
emerged. While some progress was made on all them, the most striking successes for Canada 
were: the Ottawa Treaty to ban anti-personnel landmines; the Rome Treaty establishing the 
International Criminal Court; the two Canadian-sponsored Security Council resolutions 
mandating the protection of civilians in all United Nations (UN) peace operations; and the 
Canadian sponsored and funded International Commission on Intervention and State 
Sovereignty (ICISS) which launched the concept of the Responsibility to Protect that was 
adopted by the General Assembly in the UN reform package of 2006.  

What were the ingredients for its success? 

First, there was a Minister who was personally committed to this ambitious and unconventional 
agenda and willing to push it at every opportunity, in the face of considerable skepticism from 
within his department and active resistance from a number of states, including on many issues 
the United States. There were naturally failures and misfires, but in pursuing this agenda, 
Canada was willing to be ahead of the curve on many issues, rather than constantly checking to 
be sure it was always in ‘good company.’  

Second, the idea of human security was novel yet in tune with the times. It addressed head-on 
the fact that intrastate conflicts were the dominant security challenge in the first decade after 
the Cold War and provided a new way of thinking about them and addressing them. It also 
benefited from the fact that the 1990s was a decade of sharply reduced risk of interstate conflict.  

T 
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Third, a people-centred, normative agenda was well suited for advocacy by a middle power like 
Canada. It proved attractive to a wide range of other small to middle powers, cutting across 
more conventional international divides. It attracted support from a diverse range of influential 
international non-governmental organizations (NGOs) − and indeed made working with these 
constructive non-state actors a hallmark of Canada’s human security diplomacy.4 

Fourth, human security embraced and updated longstanding Canadian foreign policy 
commitments to peacekeeping and human rights. Thus it captured the imagination of many 
Canadians, even if much of the terminology was unfamiliar and many Canadian commentators 
were dismissive of it. 

Fifth, the human security agenda was grounded in the belief that ideas matter in foreign policy 
and that to have international influence it is important to invest in them. By allocating $10 
million to create a Human Security Program, the Department of Foreign Affairs and 
International Trade (DFAIT) was able to invest in cutting-edge, idea-driven initiatives led by 
Canadian and international NGOs, working in concert with international organizations. 

Winnipeg Free Press 

Turning to the world in 2016, is there an appetite for Canada to promote a new version of the 
human security agenda? What are the arguments for and against? 

On the ‘for’ side of the ledger, there is no shortage of people around the world in precarious 
situations in need of greater protection. The core issues of the human security agenda of the 
1990s are at least as pressing today as they were then. So there remains plenty of work to do. 
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Canada’s public service, military and civil society are also better prepared today to tackle these 
issues in a coherent way than they were in the 1990s. The creation of the Stabilization and 
Reconstruction program (START) in 2005 enabled DFAIT to fund large-scale initiatives in 
conflict-affected countries in political and security sectors that fell outside the development 
priorities of the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). Canada’s long 
involvement in Afghanistan taught us what is required to manage coherent 3-D (defence, 
diplomacy, development) operations in a country in a severe and protracted conflict. The 
amalgamation of DFAIT and CIDA in 2013 created a much more coherent single department, 
now called the Department of Global Affairs, than the divided and often competing departments 
in Axworthy’s day. An effective human security agenda needs to use all the tools of diplomacy, 
development, defence and international trade in an integrated way. Canada’s capacity to do so is 
much higher today.  

On the ‘against’ side of the ledger, the risks of interstate conflict are far higher today than they 
were in the 1990s, given a resurgent and unrepentant Russia and the rise to great power status 
of China which is now ready to contest the existing security order in Asia. North Korea becomes 
more dangerous by the month. The human security agenda offers no solutions in dealing with 
these kinds of classic state-centred security problems. And unlike the 1990s, Canada cannot 
largely leave the management of these threats to its allies, while it attends to problems more 
suited to its modest capabilities and limited willingness to pay. The reality of state-centred hard 
security threats does not trump the need to attend to human security challenges. But they 
necessarily compete for scarce political attention, diplomatic capacity and financial resources.  

Furthermore, while it is possible to construct a human security approach to dealing with 
terrorism, based around addressing root causes of violent extremism, groups like Al Qaeda and 
the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) operate completely outside any normative 
framework that we recognize. The tools and methods of human security offer at best a partial 
response to the security threats posed by these terrorist groups and their sympathizers. 

Finally, as a matter of diplomatic and political ‘spin,’ human security is no longer novel. The 
term has now become commonplace in multilateral discourse. Some of its norms (especially 
around protection of civilians) are now well established in UN doctrine. And other countries, 
notably Japan, have proven to be much more consistent champions of the concept over the past 
16 years than Canada. Showing up on the world stage and announcing Canada just rediscovered 
something it had forgotten a decade ago, while the rest of the world has been getting on with 
implementing the concept, is not likely to impress anyone. 

So how does Canada square opportunity and need with a realistic appreciation that times have 
changed − largely for the worse − and Canada can’t afford a nostalgic reprise of the greatest hits 
of the 1990s? 

Start by recognizing that there is a hunger for a thoughtful Canadian foreign policy agenda that 
takes a large view of the world but which also makes some choices about where to place our 
discretionary efforts. That does not require adopting all the same priorities as the last time 
Canada had a foreign policy agenda worthy of the name. 

That said, it is entirely right for the Canadian government to adopt once again an explicit human 
security approach within its foreign policy, by focusing on certain kinds of threats to people and 
certain communities that are especially vulnerable to those threats. That is how Canadians 
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started the last time: by letting practice inform theory. A couple of successful diplomatic 
initiatives will increase the credibility of this approach with the Canadian public and partners, 
and will energize the bureaucracy far more than pronouncing an overly ambitious agenda from 
the outset. 

Which issues to pick? Making choices need not be complicated. This government would do well 
by starting with three well-defined issues where it has already carved out a political profile: the 
protection of refugees and internally displaced people (IDPs); promoting pluralism as a means 
of combatting hate and exclusion; and empowering women as a means of pushing back against 
institutionalized discrimination and tolerance of violence. All three issues need more 
international champions. All three require both diplomatic advocacy and international 
assistance. All three issues require the commitment of civil society and the private sector in 
order to make progress. And all three also need work in Canada. It should be a no-brainer for 
any Canadian government to put these three human security issues at or near the top of its 
foreign policy agenda. 

Canada should also renew its commitment to using the tools that were successful in promoting 
the original human security agenda. First and foremost, this means reallocating some money to 
invest in ideas. A huge impact was achieved with only a few million dollars a year allocated to 
pushing the intellectual envelope on some of the hardest and most complex international 
questions, like humanitarian intervention. Global Affairs should reallocate some of its existing 
resources to a program that explicitly funds policy research and it should pilot new policy 
approaches with international partners. The department has managed effectively a number of 
such programs in the past which would be easy to revive, if Ministers agree. Once done, Canada 
should not be parochial about where these resources are spent. Investment in thought is only 
going to have impact if you work with the best in the world. 

Finally, if Canada is going to take human security seriously again, then it should spend time 
thinking about the larger drivers of global change and how those make people more or less 
secure. One could come up with a long list of global trends. I will identify only four:  

 increasing global migration including refugee flows;
 new diseases that rapidly cross international borders;
 an increasingly connected and competitive digital world; and
 global climate change.

What unites these four global trends is that together they erode the political, economic, social 
and environmental boundaries that underpin people’s sense of security that the future will 
resemble the present. All four of these trends are directly related to human security in terms of 
threats to people’s lives and their livelihoods but none of them are confined to threats of 
violence – which was the explicit focus of Canada’s previous human security agenda.  

Rather than get mired in theoretical debates about how far it is useful to stretch the concept of 
human security, instead let’s call these ‘global issues’ on which a Department of Global Affairs 
should have something to say. Canada’s foreign policy, development policy and defence policy 
need to take these global issues into account, as all of them will increasingly affect the security of 
everyone on the planet, including Canadians.  

Thus I conclude with a new question: is there an appetite for a new global issues agenda for 
Canada? There should be.  
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1 While the Conservative government discarded the human security agenda, they did not cease work on all 
of the issues that had been bundled by the Liberals under that rubric. It is worth noting that the initiative 
launched by Foreign Minister John Baird to combat child, early and forced marriage could be easily 
described as a human security initiative.  
2 This Canadian approach to human security was spelled out in a concept paper written by DFAIT with a 
Foreword by Lloyd Axworthy and released in April 1999 just before the first Ministerial meeting of the 
Human Security Network in Bergen, Norway. See: Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade. 
Human Security: Safety for People in a Changing World. Ottawa: DFAIT, 1999. For some of the many 
other approaches to defining and using the concept, see: Martin, Mary, and Owen, Taylor, eds. The 
Routledge Handbook of Human Security. New York: Routledge, 2013.  
3 This agenda was spelled out in the brochure published by DFAIT in mid-2000. A second edition of with 
the same five themes but a slightly evolved version of the agenda was published by DFAIT in 2002. See:  
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade. Freedom from Fear: Canada’s Foreign Policy 
Agenda for Human Security. Ottawa: DFAIT, 2002.  
4 For many case studies illustrating this see: Hubert, Don, and McRae, Rob, eds. Human Security and the 
New Diplomacy. Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2000.  
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he term ‘soft power’ is a useful one. It reminds us that the West relies on more than 
military might or ‘hard power’ to influence the world around it. The West also 
influences world events through the power of its ideas, culture and institutions. When 

soft power promotes Western ideas, it helps hard power deterrence to preserve international 
peace and domestic liberties. 

Certainly, countering some of today’s threats to peace and liberty requires hard military power. 
Force will play a role in defeating enemies like the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). 
Force will also help preserve international peace and Western liberties by deterring adversaries 
in northeast and southeast Europe, in the South and East China Seas and elsewhere. The new 
Canadian government has announced its intention to create a smaller, leaner military. This 
intention is based on the hope that distant threats do not pose a direct threat to Canada. Time 
will tell if that’s a false hope. 

But Canada can contribute to peace and liberty in other ways and the new government can 
expand Canada’s efforts on other fronts. 

The end of the Cold War raised hopes that liberal self-government, and the political and 
economic freedoms needed to sustain it, could expand globally. Look just at the Western 
Hemisphere. The government of Brian Mulroney set the stage expanding self-government and 
freedom in the Americas when it negotiated Canada’s entry to the Organization of American 
States (OAS) and committed it to the OAS Democracy Unit. The government of Jean Chretien 
doubled down on that commitment at the Quebec City Summit of the Americas in 2001 and by 
leading efforts to draft the Inter-American Democratic Charter, an expression of the universal 
commitment to liberal self-government in the region. 

But post-Cold War hopes were premature if not misguided. Liberal self-government did advance 
in some states that were previously unfree. But some once-free states have suffered setbacks. 
Important advances like the Inter-American Democratic Charter and its explicit recognition of 
freedom of expression and the press are now under attack. Worryingly, Cuba was invited to the 
last Summit of the Americas and may be on a path to membership in the OAS without having to 
commit to even a timetable for respecting these minimums of democratic government. 

The projection of soft power has to be based on a domestic consensus and, ideally, a domestic 
strength. Canada’s soft power efforts will be successful where they are broadly non-partisan and 
where Canadian capabilities can be put to use. One area where a Canadian consensus could 
enable successful soft power is in promoting and expanding the global freedom of the press. The 
central importance of the free press was recognized by the government of John Diefenbaker in 
its 1960 Bill of Rights and by the Pierre Trudeau government in its 1982 Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms. And this domestic consensus is well grounded. A free press is universally recognized 
to be part and parcel of liberal self-government by boosting transparency, accountability and 
public debate. A zealous free press brings a skeptical eye to entrenched power. It builds civil 
society. And it helps form a public agenda that is separate from any one government’s agenda.  

Time and again, would-be authoritarians eventually find they must try to extinguish the free 
press. Figures from Freedom House and other international monitors show that, over the past 
decade, press freedoms have been rolled back in the Western Hemisphere and remain severely 
restricted in Eurasia and Asia. In every place where press freedoms are under attack, poor 
governance spreads and citizens suffer. 

T 
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   News 1130  

During the Cold War, Western governments established international public broadcasters that 
became trusted sources of news in unfree countries. Radio Canada International, the Voice of 
America and Radio Free Europe were vital tools in sustaining the hope of unfree peoples. Their 
fidelity to news over propaganda challenged the broadcast monopolies of totalitarian 
governments. These days, the technologies for collecting and disseminating the news are 
changing quickly. These changes give Canada’s government new opportunities to leverage soft 
power. A free press no longer depends on networks of high-power broadcast towers, printing 
presses, paper, or dangerous samizdat distribution networks. Simple logistics are not the barrier 
they once were. But free access to radio waves and the digital commons does matter. Canada’s 
previous government recognized unique Canadian resources like Toronto’s Citizen Lab, which 
works in many languages to liberate digital communications from authoritarian governments 
and their online Great Walls. That government was particularly concerned to use this soft power 
to free the press in Iran. The new government may have concerns in other parts of the world. 
And that is to the good since similar efforts are needed in many places. 

Beyond promoting the use of liberating technologies in unfree countries, the new government 
can also use Canada’s soft power to provide direct help to journalists, bloggers and other parts of 
the press. Canadian news organizations are shedding reporters as they cope with new business 
models and revenue pressures. Why not expand efforts to employ some of these unemployed 
reporters to work with the independent press in unfree countries? 

Press freedom was under direct attack in Argentina recently as the previous government tried to 
escape an economic and political crisis of its own making. The country is now moving in a better 
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direction. In Venezuela, an economic disaster born of political malpractice worsens by the day. 
Government forces attack press freedoms as part of their broader effort to contain every form of 
political opposition. In Cuba, the change of American strategy and the looming political 
transition opens room for Canada, the country’s leading foreign investor, and Canadians, the 
country’s leading source of foreign exchange earnings, to foster a freer civil society and with it a 
freer press. Justin Trudeau could use his family’s credibility with the regime and his own 
international celebrity to pry open more space for political freedoms. 

The recent conduct of the Chinese Foreign Minister in upbraiding a Canadian journalist for 
asking difficult questions during a media conference showed the critical importance of the free 
press in Canada. Canada’s international interests and those of the Chinese people would both be 
advanced by a soft power effort to expand press freedoms in that country. The Chinese regime’s 
recent moves against Ren Zhiqiang, a businessman and Communist Party member, for his 
criticisms of President Xi Jinping’s push to curb dissent illustrates the new challenges of 
ensuring the free press, but also the new opportunities for expanding press freedoms. Freedom 
of the press also underpins freedom of intellectuals, academics and other citizens. 

International public broadcasters provide accurate and independent sources of news to those 
living under oppressive regimes. Those services still have a role in any soft power strategy. With 
a modest budget and some creative leadership, Canadian soft power can enable domestic, on-
the-ground, digital reporting about oppressive regimes around the world and help preserve 
press freedoms that are essential to the cause of peace and liberty in Canada and abroad.  

Statista 
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ike many riddles, the answer to what the United States expects from Canada as a 
reliable ally is found in the question itself. In short and quite simply, the United States 
expects Canada to be a reliable ally. 

Understanding what the United States considers reliable, however, is not always simple or 
straightforward, even at the best of times. At any given moment, and sometimes with little or no 
notice, the United States can make large or small political requests of Canada that have to do 
with anything and everything, including the environment, trade and commerce, crime 
prevention, or diplomatic coordination in any region of the world. Or, indeed, the request might 
have to do with global peace and security. 

At times of political certainty in the United States, there is always a healthy give and take and no 
serious American official expects Canada to surrender its sovereignty and say yes to every 
request. At the same time, the relationship with the United States is by far Canada’s most 
important and the economic well-being of Canadians fundamentally depends on it. As a result, 
each request needs to be understood, weighed and considered seriously.  

This paper, however, is written not at a time of political certainty in the United States. Anger 
among voters has allowed populist political candidates from both mainstream parties to succeed 
with anti-establishment platforms. Long-time Independent Bernie Sanders exceeded all 
expectations when he challenged Hillary Clinton for the Democratic Party’s presidential 
nomination. Businessman Donald Trump actually won the nomination of his adopted 
Republican Party. Both candidates campaigned strongly on economic protectionism and 
criticized the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), a fundamental pillar of North 
American economic stability.  

It is difficult to understand exactly what is driving massive political support for Trump and 
Sanders. Maybe it is impossible to know for sure. What is now unquestionable, however, is that 
their emergence as significant political leaders in the United States, whether or not Trump 
actually becomes President, has given voice to a real dissatisfaction. As American leaders do 
their best to identify and address this discontent, politics − and indeed government policy − will 
no doubt be affected. Guessing exactly how US policy will be affected is impossible, and 
suggesting otherwise at this time is foolish.  

To emphasize the point, this paper is not written at a time of political certainty in other parts of 
the world, either. Slow economic growth has led to dislocation that in turn has diminished 
confidence in traditional economic and political institutions. Russia is challenging borders in 
Europe while at the same time entire borders in the Middle East are being completely redrawn 
amid a rise in sectarianism. On one side of the Eurasian continent, China is growing more 
assertive. On the other side, the United Kingdom voted to retreat from these mounting 
challenges, pack up and go home.  

In short, the post-Second World War institutions are being tested, and potentially being pulled 
apart. This is specifically significant because following victory in the war, it was the United 
States, with solid political support from Canada and its other allies, which built and maintained 
this global architecture. Now, as it unravels in real time before our very eyes, long-time and 
reliable American partners, such as the United Kingdom, are questioning the relevance of the 
very institutions that they fought so hard to build not that long ago.  

L 
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The focal point of American strength comes from the nature of its alliances and as increased and 
unprecedented stress mounts on post-war institutions, American strength itself is tested. Unlike 
other global powers in history, the United States attracts states to its side not through military 
intimidation or coercion, but through the power of its ideas and what they represent. Indeed, 
experience shows that without strong alliances, US power is limited. As one of the closest allies 
of the United States, the UK’s decision to leave the European Union demonstrated clearly that 
the UK can no longer be relied on to act in sync with the United States politically.  

Moreover, uncertainty about the future strength of the British economy, and whether Scotland 
will choose to leave the Kingdom altogether, leaving a rump England behind, casts doubt on the 
UK’s potential to maintain its traditional role as a significant military partner for the United 
States. In many ways, Britain’s 23 June 2016 vote to Brexit the European Union leaves Canada 
as the United States’ most reliable ally.  

This role for Canada is not new. But at this time of uncertainty in the United States and in the 
wider world, it is as important now as at any other time in history. At this specific moment, it is 
vital that Canada not guess what the United States expects from it as a reliable ally politically − 
and risk getting the answer wrong. Instead, it is crucial to its own security that Canada reinforce 
its fundamental support to traditional American efforts and, in the first instance, that means 
maintaining and enhancing military-to-military cooperation.  

Often misunderstood by civilian policy-makers, true military-to-military interoperability and 
cooperation ensures like no other national mechanism can that the countries’ relationship 
tolerates and endures any political uncertainty. Indeed, military-to-military cooperation is the 
single best way to meet expectations as a true partner. And at this time of significant global 
uncertainty, there is no better way to signal to the United States that Canada is ready to continue 
its part as a predictable and reliable ally.  

Perry Aston/U.S. Air Force  
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First, the United States expects continuity with Canada as its partner at the North American 
Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD). As threats increase in other parts of the world, North 
America itself is increasingly vulnerable to evolving threats from highly capable nation-states to 
disaffected individuals acting in response to violent propaganda. It is likely that many of the 
crises that originate as regional conflicts in other parts of the world have the potential to 
manifest themselves in North America. 

Russia, with its strategic nuclear forces, remains the only existential foreign military threat for 
Canada and the United States. Russia continues to test Western defences in Europe regularly 
but has also tested NORAD by flying long-range bombers close to sovereign airspace as a 
strategic demonstration of its military capability. Joining efforts with the United States to 
counter Russian adventurism both in North America and in Europe is important to curb the risk 
of Russian leaders misinterpreting intentions in a crisis, leading to inadvertent escalation.  

Other specific threats to the North American continent come from China, North Korea, Iran, 
radicalized Islamic terrorists and transnational organized crime. The potential for military 
conflict in the Arctic is low in the short term but climate change, and the receding polar ice cap 
resulting from it, is leading to increased economic activity as Russia and China − and others − 
increase their human presence. Finally, but not least important, Canada should play a strong 
supporting role, if not a leadership role, in coordinating disaster response. In short, the United 
States expects to meet these challenges to the continent together with Canada.  

As global investors search for predictable and stable destinations to move their capital, 
cooperating with the United States to modernize NORAD and enhance interoperability between 
the militaries of the two states are investments that will pay dividends for Canada.  

Second, the United States expects continued contributions from Canada to the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO). While the level of interoperability necessary to operate effectively 
at NORAD is fundamental to continental defence, it is important for it to translate to operations 
outside North America. Although populists have recently questioned NATO’s relevance, the 
trans-Atlantic link will remain vital to the American economy and to its security, and as one of 
only two NATO states outside of Europe, Canada’s contribution to European security will 
continue to be well received by Washington. 

Europe is suffering several nearly simultaneous blows including territory snatching and regular 
saber-rattling from Moscow, pressures on the Eurozone from southeast Europe, and stress from 
migrants fleeing the Syrian civil war and other unstable places. And to top it off, there are all the 
economic, political and military consequences of the UK leaving the EU. In this situation 
Canadian contributions to NATO have the added benefit of being appreciated not only by the 
United States, but by European allies as well.  

Productive Canadian contributions to NATO include ensuring interoperability with the United 
States, maintaining troop commitments, including training, and coordinating Canada’s political 
and military stance with its NATO allies with regard to Russia. The political and economic 
benefit of contributing heartily to NATO’s overall mission allows Canada to help shape end-of-
mission efforts as well as shape next missions, and is always economically rewarding.  

Third, the United States expects Canada to participate in global coalitions where it is leading. 
Canada’s military contribution is usually significant to global efforts, but not game-changing. 
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Politically, however, Canada’s good name and its global reputation for fairness, combined 
together with its first-class military are a vital mix that the United States appreciates and values 
a great deal when it is building regional or global coalitions. Canada is currently an important 
part of the American-led coalition to defeat the Islamic State in Iraq and in Syria, an effort that 
is clearly in Canadian interests every bit as much as it is in American.  

Related, if not directly, the United States values Canada’s significant role in the Five Eyes 
intelligence alliance and expects it to maintain if not increase its contribution to it. Finally, as 
cyber has already become a domain − both a place and an enabler − that has continental and 
global consequences, the United States expects Canada to keep up its cyber capabilities so as not 
to be weakened in cyber by its close cooperation with Canada.  

American and Canadian interests merge more often than not. But the relationship between 
Canada and the United States − between Canadians and Americans − is about much more than 
shared interests. As Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said during his meetings with President 
Obama at the March 2016 State Visit to Washington: “Canada and the United States are 
siblings.”  

During this period of global uncertainty, the best way for Canada to meet American expectations 
as a reliable ally is through enhanced military-to-military cooperation. In so doing, Canada will 
be in a stronger place to help out its big brother politically on the global stage, should it come to 
that. And that is no riddle. 

Postmedia News 
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n arguing the case for doing more in Asia it is useful to consider the broader foreign policy 
context, and to suggest practical measures that would advance real Canadian interests. 
This paper attempts to do both. 

CANADA’S LARGER PRIORITIES 

Looking at Canada’s broad foreign policy interests, its number one geographic priority should 
always be maintaining and strengthening relations with the United States, with which it has 
irreplaceable economic and security ties. Geography is destiny and investing significant 
resources in the continental relationship is a constant imperative. Arguably, a second geographic 
priority should be managing the challenges to territorial sovereignty in the Arctic. With 
increased global warming, Canada needs to devote more diplomatic and defence resources to 
defending its interests in the North. Third, given the return of dangerous Russian aggression, 
which will play out as much in the Arctic as elsewhere, a strong case can be made that Canada 
should be strengthening NATO alliance commitments, as well. 

ASIA IS AN ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY 

Looking at the list of other geographic priorities, what exactly is the case for choosing Asia for 
special focus? Recognizing that it’s a question of emphasis rather than a zero-sum game, the 
normal arguments for doing more in Asia tend to focus rightly on trade and economic 
opportunities. Even with the current economic jitters in the region, the reasons for its economic 
importance are well known: the massive size of Asian markets, with three billion people, a 
combined GDP of $17 trillion and 40% of world trade; high growth rates; dynamism in 
manufacturing; demand for raw materials and finished products; opportunities in infrastructure 
and services; the emergent giants China and India; the importance of the Japanese economy; 
the rise of the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN); and so on.  

If Canada does emphasize Asia over other regions, then, it’s because we are ambitious to 
capitalize on the region’s economic opportunities, an ambition that flows from the immutable 
national interest of growing the Canadian economy. 

BUT ITS SECURITY ENVIRONMENT IS COMPLICATED 

Currently, Canada aspires to join the East Asia Summit and participate in other institutions 
where dialogue on Asian security takes place. This is fine. But, realistically, how vital is it to 
Canada’s own interests to deepen involvement in Asian security affairs?  

The region is beset with potential and at times real conflict. Disputes over the South China Sea 
put China at odds with all of its littoral neighbours, as well as with the United States as the 
current guarantor of open shipping lanes. Twitchy Taiwan-China relations remain a flashpoint 
across the straits, and North Korea with its nuclear program threatens to upset not only the 
peninsula and the neighbouring region, but global order as well. At the other end of Asia, India 
and Pakistan remain at odds over Kashmir, with nuclear weapons and armies pointed at each 
other. Even within ostensibly harmonious ASEAN there is a considerable list of bilateral security 
disputes between member countries, not to mention internal security problems within them. 

I 
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Would Canada’s greater involvement in the security institutions of Asia make a difference in 
resolving disputes, preventing conflicts, or mitigating security threats to Canada? While a noble 
thought, it’s probably the height of hubris to think so. Without retreating into isolationism, the 
lesson learned from Afghanistan is that Canada can have little effect on and is better off not 
being drawn into future conflicts in Asia unless a vital national security interest leaves no other 
choice. 

Would greater involvement in Asia’s security institutions somehow boost Canadian economic 
and trade ambitions? It is difficult to find evidence that the two are directly connected, that 
Canada suffers economic repercussions from not being more involved in security, or that 
deepening security relations would advance Canadian interests more than would, say, 
negotiating additional trade agreements.  

The argument for becoming more involved in security affairs in Asia, therefore, seems to rest 
simply on not wanting to be left out. While prudent diplomacy naturally compels Canada to 
participate in dialogue whenever possible, this should be kept low cost. Given that defence and 
security resources are scarce – and hard choices have to be made – it is difficult to argue that 
Canadian interests really demand a substantially larger role in security cooperation in Asia. 

Xinhua 

ADVANCING CANADIAN TRADE AND ECONOMIC INTERESTS 

Returning to commercial interests in Asia, it is instructive that the United States is already 
moving ahead with practical measures to increase cooperation, rather than waiting for 
implementation of the stalled Trans-Pacific Partnership. The US-ASEAN Connect strategy, 
launched in February 2016 by President Barack Obama at the US-ASEAN summit in 
Sunnylands, California, focuses quite reasonably on building stronger connections on business, 
energy, innovation and policy coordination.  
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Enhancing Canadian economic and trade interests in Asia would mean following our own 
practical lines of engagement. But we should be realistic about the impediments to this as well. 
Distance is one obvious barrier, along with the fact that Canada’s road, rail and port 
infrastructure is more designed for north-south trade flows than flows toward Asia. More 
insidiously, corruption is rife in many Asian countries, and Canadian companies can be severely 
disadvantaged by it. Poor governance in parts of Asia compounds the problem. Courts are often 
the last place one would go for fair adjudication of disputes. Many of Asia’s big cities are choked 
with traffic and pollution, with inadequate infrastructure to cope. Poverty and street crime are 
common. Democracy and free media are the exception rather than the rule. 

WHAT TO DO AND WHAT NOT TO DO? 

While the list of challenges doesn’t negate the positives, the government’s thinking and 
approach does need to be nuanced and free of naiveté. A $12.5 million Global Affairs Canada 
(GAC) project channeled through the Conference Board of Canada to support Indonesian small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and encourage more Canadian companies to invest in 
Indonesia, though well meaning, is but one example of resources that could clearly be better 
spent elsewhere. Before actively encouraging more Canadian companies to risk putting their 
money in any Asian market, the government would be better placed to educate them about, and 
work to change, the obstacles they will encounter. The government’s proper role is to help 
Canadian companies avoid or deal with the pitfalls that could thwart their success in an Asian 
market, as well as to attract and assist Asian investors interested in coming to Canada.  

So where would the effort be better placed in pursuing Canadian interests? Here are five areas of 
focus along with practical, low-cost suggestions that would advance Canada’s economic and 
trade interests. 

First, strengthen bilateral relationships by negotiating a trade deal with China and signing on to 
China’s Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank, enabling Canadian companies to access ‘belt and 
road’ infrastructure opportunities. At the same time, negotiate bilateral trade agreements with 
Japan, China, India and, if still possible, ASEAN, and negotiate science and technology 
agreements with all major Asian economies, linking Canadian universities and the business 
community with counterparts for collaborative innovation projects.  

Second, strengthen regional cooperation by advocating implementation of the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (TPP) agreement, as well as eventual convergence with the Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership currently being negotiated among ASEAN and Asia’s giants. If TPP 
implementation remains stalled, the government should seek to secure those provisions most 
important to Canada through bilateral deals. 

Third, increase trade support in the region and expand core services to include assisting foreign 
companies interested in Canada, as well as supporting global supply chains. Do so by internal 
reallocation in GAC, by encouraging the Canadian Commercial Corporation and Export 
Development Canada to put more staff in the region, and by inviting the provinces to assign 
trade representatives to Canadian missions and to GAC in Ottawa. 

Fourth, refine Canadian development activities by equipping the new ASEAN ambassador with 
development funds to support ASEAN projects that align with mutual interests − e.g., energy, 
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climate change, fisheries and food security. She should also work through the ASEAN sub-
groups to advance OECD-like Responsible Business Conduct guidelines, with corresponding 
national laws, to advance the fight against corruption. The Canada-ASEAN Business Council 
should be relocated from Singapore to Jakarta to work more closely with Canada’s ambassador 
and the ASEAN Secretariat. The Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada should focus more of its 
research on ASEAN priorities, also coordinating with the new ASEAN ambassador. 

Fifth, facilitate increased people exchange by streamlining and dramatically speeding up visa 
services to increase the movement of business people, students and tourists. This is currently a 
major irritant for Asian visitors. The new Electronic Visitor Authorization should replace visas, 
not add the need for new permits for travellers from visa-exempt countries, such as Singapore 
and Japan. Canada should adopt the APEC Travel Card, and renegotiate bilateral air agreements 
to make conditions as favourable as possible for more direct air links between Canada and 
ASEAN. 

In sum, doing more in Asia does offer potential commercial benefits to Canada. If the 
government were to build an Asia Strategy around these practical measures, it would be in a 
stronger position to expand access to Asian trade and economic opportunities, while fostering 
people-to-people linkages and raising Canada’s profile in ways that would advance our 
legitimate interests. 

National Observer
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ublic debate on Canada’s Middle East policy tends to pit two contrasting, but equally 
disconnected, perspectives. On the left, politicians and pundits promote an idealized 
but unrealistic vision of Canada as a moral power playing the role of honest broker. On 

the right, conservatives claim that they favour an approach based on principles and values even 
though in practice, their application has been, and can only be, partial and selective. 

There is, as such, a need to think more strategically about Canada’s role in the Middle East. 
What are Canada’s interests in the region? How should these translate into policy? The starting 
point for a sober assessment of Canada’s role in the Middle East should be that although the 
region is and will remain for the foreseeable future wracked by multiple conflicts, Canada’s 
security is not directly threatened by developments there. This has two major implications. First, 
because of the absence of major direct threats, Canada benefits from a significant margin of 
manoeuvre in developing its Middle East policies, as poor decisions are unlikely to impose 
major costs. Second, opportunity, not threat, should guide policy.  

CANADA’S INTERESTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

Canada does not face a direct, major security or military threat emanating from the Middle East. 
This is the foundation on which Canadian action should be planned. Conflicts in the region 
threaten some of our allies and partners, in some cases severely, and terrorist safe havens 
threaten regional and international security. But the many conflicts raging in the Middle East do 
not directly threaten Canada (for example through massive refugee flows or the spillover of 
violence). The terrorist threat to Canada is real, but it should not be inflated: only two Canadians 
have died from terrorist acts on the homeland since the September 2001 attacks. The number of 
Canadians fighting with terrorist groups abroad is in the range of several dozen: this is not 
negligible, but is far less than many of Canada’s European allies. 

Beyond this, Canada has general interests in the Middle East. These are broad outcomes that 
would benefit Canada, irrespective of its ability to shape them. They should therefore serve as 
yardsticks steering foreign and defence policy in the region.  Canadian general interests would 
include: 

 development of a regional security framework of predictable rules;

 actions to counter terrorism, and work towards the eradication of its root causes;

 prevention of interstate wars;

 containment of intrastate wars;

 continuation of freedom of navigation and the free flow of oil; and

 prevention of the spread of nuclear weapons.

HOW TO TRANSLATE INTERESTS INTO POLICY 

As noted, the absence of major threats to Canada emanating from the Middle East has two 
important consequences: Ottawa benefits from a broad margin of manoeuvre; and opportunity, 
not threat, should guide policy.  

P 
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Global Trade Review

Canada is not a major power − its actions on the international stage have, at most, a marginal 
impact. But paradoxically, Ottawa can choose from a wide range of options since it is unlikely to 
suffer from the negative consequences of poor choices. Good decisions, at the same time, often 
bring limited or diffuse benefits. Canadian foreign policy is therefore in the comfortable position 
of being able to muddle along without having to assess carefully the pros and cons of plausible 
courses of action. This lack of competitive pressure has often led to a certain nonchalance as 
there are limited incentives to develop optimal policies.  

Ottawa should therefore aim to maximize its limited scope for gains by identifying potentially 
beneficial opportunities, and then pursuing them with coherent policies. Yet there are many 
opportunities, while Canada has scarce resources. How to choose where and how to allocate 
them? The general interests outlined above should serve as broad guidelines. But to be useful, 
they need to be translated into specific guidance at the regional and bilateral levels. 

At the region-wide level, Canada’s policies should first and foremost support the development of 
a stronger regional security framework, as this broad objective encompasses the other interests. 
The list that follows is not exhaustive, but it proposes examples consistent with this approach. 
Canada is already involved, to some extent, in most of them; it could, however, ramp up its 
engagement and better explain their strategic rationale to the public. 

 Insist that current and future interventions by external powers obtain as much support as
possible from international and regional organizations, granting them more legitimacy.

 Invest diplomatically, and provide aid and capacity-building, in mediation and post-conflict
reconstruction efforts. Canada should increase its engagement in the Friends of Syria, the
informal group of interested external powers. At the same time, Canada should remain
cautious in supporting efforts to multilateralize stabilization efforts through ad hoc
coalitions since this should not come at the expense of multilateral institutions.
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 Support the strengthening of regional organizations such as the Gulf Cooperation Council
and the Arab League by tilting engagement in their direction. This gives their members
incentive to invest more in these groupings. This, in turn, reinforces regional systems of
norms and rules and further binds them to the international system.

 Support efforts to strengthen the few existing components of a regional security structure,
such as the efforts of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons to monitor
the deal to eliminate Syria’s chemical weapons program, and the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action (the Iran nuclear deal).

 Continue participating in maritime security operations as they are essential to protect
freedom of navigation and the free flow of oil, and to counter terrorism.

 Encourage regional dialogue, especially between Iran and its Arab neighbours on the Persian
Gulf, with the objective of identifying potential initiatives to strengthen regional security.

Canada should be wary of participating in future large-scale military interventions in the Middle 
East. Not because these automatically run counter to Canadian interests, but because they imply 
a large investment but a very uncertain outcome. This is not to say that Canada should shut the 
door on any future intervention but it should be reluctant to commit to the open-ended and 
extensive use of military power, especially in the promotion of democracy and in the pursuit of 
nation-building. Participation in such an endeavour should be conditional on a reasonably high 
confidence that the return would be comparable to the necessarily high investment. 

Containment should therefore be the favoured approach to deal with the insecurity caused by 
regional conflicts. Containment is flawed: it addresses symptoms, not causes. It is, however, less 
sub-optimal than the two main military alternatives, to do less or to do more. The approach to 
confront the Islamic State illustrates this. The strategy of the US-led coalition is based on three 
pillars: to weaken the group using air strikes and measures to choke its finances; to train and 
equip local partners and rely on them for the bulk of the ground fighting; and to seek a political 
solution. The third element represents the only way comprehensively to defeat the group. The 
problem, however, is that the necessary political solutions in Iraq and Syria will not be 
forthcoming for many years, so in the meantime, airstrikes and support for local partners are 
the only options to contain the group’s expansion.  

There is not sufficient space here to go over each of Canada’s bilateral relations with individual 
Middle East states. Instead, it is possible to propose guidelines which should shape Ottawa’s 
approach. 

Canada should seek cordial but necessarily limited relations with most states in the Middle East. 
The objective should be cordial ties because Canada has at most little to gain from shunning 
states. Canada has limited interests in the region, while each country is different in terms of 
geography, economic resources, diplomatic assets and geopolitical orientation. This implies that 
Canada is more likely to identify niche areas of cooperation with many states than it is to benefit 
from extensive cooperation with few. This includes Iran. Canada gained nothing from shutting 
itself out of Iran after 2012, and it is now steadily losing ground as European states work to 
relaunch trade with Iran while the Liberal government tries to figure out how to re-establish 
relations. 
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At the same time, Canada is a mid-sized country with limited resources devoted to the 
international realm, so it cannot realistically expect to have extensive relations with more than a 
small number of Middle Eastern states. This creates dilemmas: should Canada focus on a few, or 
spread out its partnerships? There are benefits to both approaches, but ultimately there is more 
to gain from diversification as it allows Canada to maximize the allocation of its scarce 
resources. Given its limited regional interests, Canada rapidly obtains diminishing returns when 
it intensifies ties with specific countries. This is not to say that Canada should uniformly spread 
its limited attention; the case of Jordan, where Canada has built a large presence in the security, 
military, aid and humanitarian sectors, illustrates the benefits of greater investments in a 
specific country.  

There are a few areas in which Canada should pursue greater cooperation with regional states. 
First and foremost, Ottawa should seek to increase trade with the region. Although the potential 
for expansion is limited, it is real, especially with the petro-monarchies of the Persian Gulf and 
Iran. Recent free trade deals with Jordan and Israel have been notably positive steps. This would 
be good for the Canadian economy, while it would also support the broader objective of tying 
Middle East states to international systems of norms and rules.  

There is also scope for enhanced cooperation in defence and security, where there are some 
common interests notably in materiel acquisition, intelligence sharing and counter-terrorism. 
The Canadian Armed Forces’ operational support hub in Kuwait represents a solid example of 
niche cooperation in an area of common interest. Canada should also invest more in capacity-
building programs which play an essential role in allowing it to support the needs of allies and 
partners. Initiatives such as the Military Training and Cooperation Program under the 
Department of National Defence and the Counter-Terrorism Capacity Building Program and the 
Global Partnership Program under Global Affairs Canada represent highly valuable tools which, 
for a modest investment, allow Canada to pursue specific interests.  
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Overall, Canada needs to invest more in modestly boosting its regional presence, keeping in 
mind its limited interests and resource constraints. High-level visits (of Canadian officials there 
and Middle Eastern officials to Canada) are rare, which weakens Canada’s ability to pursue its 
interests. Slightly upping the tempo would help. In parallel, greater defence exchanges such as 
ship visits would increase Canada’s leverage. Ottawa also needs to invest more in its diplomatic 
presence: Canada is the only G7 country without a permanent embassy in Baghdad, while in 
some capitals, Canadian diplomatic personnel can be counted with less than the fingers of one 
hand.  

    CANADIAN PRESS/Sean Kilpatrick
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escribed as a resource-rich region with the potential of attracting commercial activity, 
the Arctic is often perceived as a region that is prime for conflict. There are 
unresolved boundary issues, an assertive Russian Federation determined to benefit 

from its own northern development, and global powers such as China and the European Union 
(EU) are closely following Arctic politics and economic development. These issues and others 
have continued to frame policy debates around how the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) should 
adjust to defend Canada’s national interests in a rapidly changing Arctic security environment. 

In 2008, the Department of National Defence (DND) released the Canada First Defence Strategy 
(CFDS) in which the changing Arctic took a prominent place. As stated by former Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper, “sovereignty and security challenges will become more pressing as the 
impact of climate change leads to enhanced activity throughout the region. The defence of 
Canada’s sovereignty and the protection of territorial integrity in the Arctic remains a top 
priority for the government.” Consequently, the CFDS noted that the CAF “must have the 
capacity to exercise control over and defend Canada’s sovereignty in the Arctic” through greater 
surveillance and an increased military presence in the region.1 However, the CFDS left vague the 
precise nature of the emergent threat for Canada’s northern coast. 

Then and now, Canada appears to be lacking a “clearly-defined” state enemy to its national 
security in the Arctic.2 The Defence Policy Review should therefore be observant of that reality.  

THE ARCTIC IS NOT ON THE VERGE OF WAR 

Over the past decade, critical analysis has continued to challenge the erroneous belief that 
Canada’s national security is threatened in the Arctic. Unlike the fear-mongering narrative 
warning of increased interstate tensions in the region, Canadian scholars and military experts 
alike share the view that “there is currently no military threat to Canada in the Arctic.”3 

Mutually Beneficial Cooperation 
All Arctic states dismiss the assumption, which has been made by the media, that thawing sea 
ice, triggering a so-called ‘race’ to newly discovered natural resources, has any significant 
implication for conventional national defence policy development. They have also often repeated 
that any longstanding boundary disputes or issues related to extended continental shelves will 
be resolved peacefully and in consistency with bilateral/international legal arrangements.4 

As we commemorate two decades of uninterrupted multinational cooperation among all of the 
Arctic states – primarily through the Arctic Council which was founded in 1996 – regional 
institutions and governance tools continue to multiply. The most recent developments are the 
Arctic Coast Guard Forum (2015/2016) and the Declaration on Arctic Fisheries (2015). These 
institutions are beneficial for all Arctic states since they renew a regional environment of 
continued dialogue based on growing interconnected military and economic interests. They are 
also the foundation of confidence-building measures that shape Arctic affairs. 

Misrepresenting Russia  
Russia has been attracting a lot of attention around its renewed interest in its Arctic zone. 
Indeed, Russia’s preeminence in the changing Arctic has generated fears about whether 
Moscow’s actions in the region (and elsewhere such as in Ukraine or Syria) are indicative of a 
more belligerent Russia potentially threatening the cooperative status of circumpolar relations.5  

D 
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A number of events have elevated suspicion about Moscow’s foreign policy, including: the 
Russian flag-planting stunt at the North Pole in 2007; the ongoing modernization of Russia’s 
military capabilities (with some destined for Russian Arctic territory); the recent post-Soviet 
Arctic exercises; the immense (albeit legal) Russian UNCLOS continental shelf claim; and, most 
of all, the increasing of long-range bomber flights in the North American Arctic (international) 
airspace.  

While Russia is expanding its activities in its Arctic, there is no credible scenario in which Russia 
could represent a state threat to Canada’s sovereignty and security in the region. Russia’s Arctic 
region is the most populated, has the longest coastline and is equipped with the largest 
icebreaking fleet in the world (nuclear or diesel propelled). It has the biggest year-round ice-free 
port/city in the entire circumpolar north (Murmansk), has led the most Arctic manoeuvres, and 
has made command of its North a top domestic and foreign policy objective and priority.6 
Nevertheless, its interest toward Arctic security and development is based on a changing 
Russian Arctic in a globalized world that ultimately requires a renewed approach to safety and 
security.7 

Expanding Safety and Security in the North 
The ‘unconventional’ nature of national security issues in the Arctic has been established many 
times since the end of the Cold War. As a result of climate change, the non-traditional security 
and safety challenges are part of a broader and comprehensive definition of Arctic security that 
include: “search and rescue (SAR), major transportation disasters, pandemics, loss of essential 
services (e.g. potable water, power, and fuel supplies), organized crime, foreign state or non-
state intelligence gathering activities, attacks on critical infrastructure, food security, and 
disruptions to local hunting and transportation practices caused by shipping or resource 
development.”8  

In Canada, these are complex and costly problems to manage and will require preparation and 
intervention by DND/CAF in cooperation with other departments and agencies. They demand a 
whole-of-government framework that entails policy planning that will support, enable and 
enhance Canada’s all-domain situation awareness.9 

DND 
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COMMON NORTH AMERICAN ARCTIC CHALLENGES 

The United States, Canada’s Arctic neighbour and closest military ally through NORAD and 
other bilateral institutions, also considers that the most realistic challenges that it will face in the 
Arctic are and will remain unconventional in nature.  

While climate change is in the process of transforming the Arctic into a blue-water ocean, US 
government documents have frequently asserted that the level of military threat in the region is 
expected to remain low for the foreseeable future.10 Therefore updating the strategy of the US 
Department of Defense (DOD) will require balancing “the risks of having inadequate capabilities 
or insufficient capacity when required to operate in the region with the cost of making 
premature or unnecessary investments” in a time of important fiscal restraint.11 Bilateral 
cooperation with Canada therefore becomes even more relevant in such similar situations. 

The DOD’s Arctic strategy is based on three postulates. The first one is the non-conflictual 
nature of Arctic geopolitics driven by diplomatic initiatives to resolve new and/or existing 
disputes through international institutions, frameworks or various collaborative mechanisms.  

Second, in Washington’s view Russia is a key partner of the United States in the Arctic and 
needs to be at the table to discuss and develop “policies to cope with changing conditions in the 
Arctic.”12 

Finally, the US Navy is of the opinion that human activity in the North American Arctic will 
remain limited by the “uncertainty around the pace of climate change and commercial activity,” 
meaning that DOD will need to “mitigate the risk by monitoring the changing Arctic conditions 
to determine the appropriate timing for future capability investments.”13 

While DOD assumes that human activity in the region will “increase gradually and unevenly,” it 
has also asserted that hazardous conditions will continue to hinder maritime navigation in the 
North American Arctic waters, notably through the Northwest Passage.14 In that perspective, 
DOD has established that current American infrastructure in the Arctic “is adequate to meet 
near- (present-2020) and mid-term (2020-2030)” defence requirements.15 

Of importance to Canada, DOD warns “that being too aggressive in addressing anticipated 
future security risks may create the conditions for mistrust and miscommunication under which 
such risks could materialize or lead to an ‘arms race’ mentality that could lead to a breakdown of 
existing cooperative approaches to shared challenges.”16 In that context, DOD sees its future role 
in the Arctic as being supportive of other federal agencies in the region, and similar to Canada’s 
whole-of-government approach, responding to unconventional security and safety challenges in 
the near future. 

THE WAY AHEAD FOR CANADA 

Over the past decade, the Canadian Armed Forces have developed capabilities for their missions 
in the North after years of neglect. In that perspective, we believe that DND should consider the 
following six recommendations for the Arctic dimension of the defence and foreign policy 
redesign. 
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First, DND should improve the CAF’s supporting role for the activities of other federal 
government departments and agencies to promote and reinforce northern communities and 
their safety and emancipation, and enhance public service delivery in the North. This would 
include maintaining relations with northerners, research and development, improving 
operational logistics in case of natural disasters or accidents, enforcing law and order, assisting 
delivery of services from other governmental departments, etc. This recommendation is 
reflective of the CAF’s expanding role as the most capable responder in the North. It can also 
facilitate the federal government’s role in addressing emerging social, political and economic 
issues, and it insures a governmental presence in the Arctic that strengthens stewardship and 
effective sovereignty. As well, it maximizes returns on prior costly investments, and it ultimately 
supports the CAF’s role as a ‘leading from behind’ supporting actor in the Canadian Arctic.    

Second, Canada should stop the aggressive rhetoric on Arctic politics and cease referring to the 
redundant ‘protecting Canada’s sovereignty’ axiom. This type of narrative tends to obscure the 
real and complex issues of governing the Canadian Arctic and the challenges of circumpolar 
politics in general. It increases the fears of Canadians and bewilders outside observers who 
struggle to understand Canada’s apprehension. The traditional sovereignty-obsessed narrative 
coupled with the Arctic fear-mongering (e.g., ‘the Russian threat’) does more damage than good 
to Canada’s identity and international reputation.  

Third, achieving the CAF’s expanding responsibilities in the Arctic requires that Ottawa 
maintain the present course of capital construction programs. In addition to those programs 
that are already in the works (i.e., deep water port, Arctic Offshore Patrol Ships), Canada must 
continue to expand and update its air, surface and sub-surface surveillance capabilities in the 
face of growing unconventional safety and security demands. Moreover, DND should also 
maintain its annual CAF Arctic exercises that enhance northern expertise in DND in general. It 
would be a mistake for Canada to go back to the 1990s when the CAF and Canadians were 
deprived of the opportunity to acquire such knowledge. 

Fourth, it is imperative for Canada to maintain and deepen its circumpolar relations with its 
Arctic allies, particularly by implementing the Agreement on Cooperation and Aeronautical and 
Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic, and through joint military exercises (bilateral and 
multilateral), including Russia. Canada can benefit from its role in becoming a leader that 
promotes Arctic stability, enhanced cooperation through multinational governance and 
development that is mutually beneficial to all state and sub-state actors involved, especially 
northerners. Despite the tensions created by Moscow’s involvement in the Ukrainian crisis, the 
Canadian government must strive to maintain diplomatic relations with Russia in the Arctic as a 
key ally for national security. Therefore, Canada has a vested interest in strengthening regional 
relationships on defence cooperation (e.g., burden sharing, joint operations) and promoting the 
renewal of dialogue on circumpolar issues of mutual interest, including the Arctic Chiefs of 
Defence Staff Meeting, suspended due to the Ukrainian conflict. This process would lead to 
establishing confidence-building measures that contribute to stability.  

Fifth, the Canada-US bilateral military relationship in the Arctic requires special attention, not 
only because Washington is Ottawa’s principal partner on continental defence, but also because 
of two outstanding legal disputes: the Northwest Passage (NWP); and the international 
boundary in the Beaufort Sea. Canada should approach these issues in two ways:  
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 Avoid reigniting the political or legal debates over the status of the NWP. The government
should avoid the unfounded fear-mongering around Canada’s (in)ability to control its
northern waters. Rather, it would be constructive to maintain the cooperative spirit of the
agreement between Canada and the United States on cooperation in the Arctic of 1988, and
the US-Canada Joint Statement on Climate, Energy and Arctic Leadership of March 2016.

 Canada’s policy towards the United States in the Arctic should seek to deepen the process of
institutionalization of that bilateral relationship, a feature of the Canada-US military
relationship that is long overdue for expanding. The 2012 Tri-Command Framework for
Cooperation in the Arctic was a step forward in regional military cooperation in a time of
increasing security and safety challenges in the North. Another way to expand military
cooperation in the Arctic could be to form a northern-specific committee inspired by that of
the Permanent Joint Board on Defence (PJBD) or the Military Cooperation Committee that
would be responsible to study the problems and challenges in the North, and submit
recommendations to both governments.

Sixth, adopting a policy that avoids resurrecting the NWP disagreement does not mean that the 
Trudeau government should espouse a passive attitude towards the United States on this issue. 
Rather, Canada should seek to reinforce its position on the NWP in two ways. First, the 
government should consider how it realistically intends to plan, in the near term, the 
development of the NWP. Should it foster an approach founded on maintaining the status quo 
with the United States? Should it adopt a laissez-faire approach that encourages local 
communities and the private sector to facilitate and lead the development, or a more proactive 
approach that seeks to establish infrastructure and develop initiatives that direct the operations 
of the NWP? What type of governance structure does Canada need for the NWP in a 15- to 20-
year timeframe? Second, Canada must approach the administration of the NWP as if the 
challenge to its legal claim were tenuous. This implies that in particular Canada must engage in 
activities that ensure a regular presence in those waters, and the establishment of a specific 
regulatory framework. In both cases, DND can play a catalyst role on the issue by initiating a 
whole-of-government reflection on these two NWP-driven policy options.  
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ub-Saharan Africa remains the world’s greatest development challenge. Poverty on an 
unacceptable scale persists on other continents, but does not have, for the most part, the 
same intensity as in much of Africa. According to the World Bank’s 2016 report, Poverty 

in a Rising Africa, the share of Africans who are poor fell from 57 percent in 1990 to 43 percent 
in 2012, but the absolute number of Africans living in extreme poverty has grown substantially. 
To contribute to meeting this challenge, Canada’s engagement with Africa should comprise both 
the public and private sectors with emphasis on reducing risk to productive Canadian 
investment and generating sustained tax revenue for African governments to support social 
programs.  

In the first three or four decades following the independence of many African countries, major 
development agencies focused on assisting African governments in meeting basic needs, largely 
in health and education. These were understandable priorities in their time. But one 
consequence was the build-up of large public sectors with few indigenous sources of tax revenue 
to maintain them over time. Private sector development has more recently become a theme of 
many development programs, but it is still the case that the tax-generating private sectors in 
many African countries remain relatively small. The absence of meaningful progress in this area 
is a source of frustration to donors and recipients alike and poses a significant challenge to the 
sustainability of social programs and Africa’s long-term development.  

The constraints on African private sectors are often a legacy of experiments in socialism or state-
centric economic policy. Yet even in countries with a long history of free enterprise, much 
economic activity is small-scale, informal and largely untaxed. A further constraint on tax 
collection stems from capacity and governance challenges within African tax administrations. 

One key to increasing tax revenue to support social programs is increased private investment to 
complement the large flows of official development assistance. The main barrier to such 
investment, however, is that most African countries are viewed as relatively high risk because of 
political instability, regulatory incertitude, infrastructure weaknesses and shortages of skilled 
labour. Perceptions of high risk mean that most private investment in Africa for the foreseeable 
future, at least as far as Canadian companies are concerned, will be in the natural resources 
sector. The reason is obvious. Most industries have a range of options when it comes to location, 
but extractive companies have no choice but to go where the resources are.  

Against this background, Canada’s comparative advantage in mining and its major role in the 
mining sector internationally are highly relevant. According to the Mining Association of 
Canada, 57 percent of the world’s publically listed exploration and mining companies are 
headquartered in Canada and they accounted for nearly 30 percent of global non-ferrous 
exploration expenditures in 2014. More than 1,300 mining companies were listed on the 
Toronto Stock Exchange in 2015 and some 800 Canadian companies are actively exploring in 
over 100 countries. 

At the same time, the recent downturn in commodity prices has led to a sharp decline in mineral 
exploration globally. According to the SNL Metals and Mining Survey, the mining industry’s 
total budget for non-ferrous exploration fell to $9.2 billion USD in 2015, a 19 percent drop from 
the previous year. Still, the geographic distribution of the exploration activity which remains 
provides good insight into investor perceptions of relative risk and reward across countries 
endowed with mineral resources. In this regard, the SNL Survey reported that Africa was the 
destination for about 14 percent of global investment in mineral exploration in 2015, about the 
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same as Canada. Latin America’s share, however, was 28 percent and exploration in Chile and 
Peru alone was about equal to all of Africa.  

The relatively small proportion of global mineral exploration in Africa is in sharp contrast to the 
widespread perception that the continent is a mineral treasure chest. It is certainly true that 
many African countries have highly prospective geology, but emphasis should be put on 
prospective, as much of the continent remains unexplored. In addition, the mere presence of 
various minerals in a given country does not mean that it has the necessary conditions for a 
thriving mining industry. Mineral deposits must be exhaustively explored and defined. 
Comprehensive feasibility studies are required, as well as extensive social and environmental 
impact assessments and management plans. Project design and development can thus absorb 
tens of millions, if not hundreds of millions, of dollars depending on the nature of the deposit 
and its location. In the circumstances, it is only natural that companies approach high-risk 
destinations with caution and look closely at political and regulatory stability before venturing 
into new areas.  

It is not only investors who would benefit from reducing the risk of investing in African 
countries with mineral potential. In fact, there should be a confluence of interest among 
investors, African governments and host communities. For investors, lower risk would mean a 
more secure and hence more commercially viable environment. For governments and 
communities, it would mean higher volumes of investment leading to more economic activity, 
jobs and tax revenue for social programs. Lowering the risk is all the more important in today’s 
economic climate where there is intense competition for capital around the world. Countries 
seen as secure will capture the lion’s share of available funds.  

Reducing the risk in African countries requires the commitment of many players, most notably 
African governments and actual and potential investors. There is also a role for the Canadian 
government, given Canada’s long history of mining and deep expertise in the governance of the 
mineral sector.  

WHAT CAN AFRICAN GOVERNMENTS DO? 

 Engage affected communities and sensitize them to the impacts and benefits of foreign
investment in exploration and mining.

 Treat all foreign investors equally, regardless of their country of origin, while making an
effort to attract investors of high quality and competence.

 Minimize ‘special deals’ by applying a single regulatory framework across the board. Where
individual agreements are required to secure a particular project, make them publicly
available in a timely way.

 Provide for regulatory stability. Investors must know the rules of the game for the life of a
project if they are to determine its viability.

 Design tax frameworks to deliver at least some revenue into the hands of local authorities
and not just the central treasury, but understand that mining projects require large amounts
of up-front capital and will not normally pay corporate income tax quickly.
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 Focus on transparency, competence and efficiency in tax administration and the
independence of the courts dealing with commercial disputes, and develop effective dispute
resolution mechanisms − judicial and non-judicial.

 Ensure consistency and fairness in the management of exploration and mining permits, so
that all applicants and license-holders play by the same rules.

 Enforce minimum expenditure and time requirements for permit holders to dissuade
speculators from locking up large land positions for long periods.

 Avoid pushing foreign companies into assuming sole responsibility for the social
development of their host communities and insist that any community investments by
companies are fully integrated with relevant local, regional and national development plans.

 Issouf Sanogo/APP/Getty Images 

WHAT CAN COMPANIES DO? 

 Understand the local culture and context and establish partnerships to the extent possible
with local institutions.

 Understand that African leaders must be able to explain to their political constituencies why
they have permitted foreign investors to mine their non-renewable resources.

 Commit to strict adherence to the tax rules and to full transparency in payments to all levels
of government.

 Understand in this context the importance of generating tax revenue, perhaps the most
politically visible benefit of a mining project. Other benefits, such as employment and
economic stimulus, may produce larger positive impacts but may be less visible.
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 Commit to high standards in health and safety, environmental protection, human rights and
community relations, and audit performance systematically through qualified third parties.

 Put in place aggressive training and succession plans to replace expatriates with local staff
and managers as quickly as possible. This is not only the right thing to do in helping to
secure host country support but can also reduce costs.

 Put in place aggressive local procurement plans to stimulate spin-off economic activity in
host communities, including, as needed, training and development for local companies to
meet procurement needs. Again this may help to reduce costs.

WHAT CAN COMPANIES AND GOVERNMENTS DO TOGETHER? 

 Avoid feeding exaggerated or unrealistic expectations about the benefits flowing from
mining projects. Both investors and host governments have been guilty of this at times, with
the inevitable result of tension and conflict when these expectations are not met.

 Take care to communicate to host communities that mining projects can make a significant
contribution in the fight against poverty but are not the answer in themselves.

 Focus on effective implementation of the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
(EITI) to promote fiscal transparency.

 Support to the extent possible host country capacity-building in natural resource
management.

 Establish clear roles and responsibilities with respect to engagement of companies with local
communities to ensure that accountabilities remain where they belong.

 Communicate constantly with each other, guided by the principle of no surprises.

WHAT CAN THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT DO? 

 Support African governments and Canadian companies on the agendas above, building on
the government’s current corporate social responsibility policy.

 Continue to promote the core corporate social responsibility and fiscal standards and
practices for the extractive sector, namely:

 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises;

 United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights;

 Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights;

 International Finance Corporation (World Bank Group) Performance Standards on
Social and Environmental Sustainability;

 OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from
Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas;

 Global Reporting Initiative;
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 Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI);

 Mining Association of Canada Towards Sustainable Mining; and

 e3 Plus initiative of the Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada.

 Encourage consolidation of standards, rather than the introduction of new ones. The
existing standards are comprehensive and already challenging to digest, especially for small
and medium-sized enterprises. Instead of introducing new standards, strive for wider and
deeper compliance.

 Strengthen the Office of the CSR Counsellor which is in Global Affairs Canada. The existing
mandate is sound but the office requires more resources to achieve maximum effectiveness.

 Avoid new legislation or new compliance mechanisms given the mandate of the CSR
Counsellor and the OECD National Contact Point to advise companies and look into cases
where conflicts have arisen between companies and their hosts.

 Focus a portion of development assistance on strengthening African tax administrations and
commercial courts, as well as management systems for mining permits, but analyse first
whether a prospective recipient is serious about managing its mining sector responsibly and
professionally.

Contrary to some popular perceptions, most Canadian mining companies are not looking for the 
Canadian government to subsidize social development in their host communities as a way of 
helping them to secure their social license to operate. While there are cases where there are 
useful synergies between the activities of mining companies and Canadian development 
assistance, this is not the highest priority. A more strategic approach for Canadian development 
assistance would be to focus on strengthening the capacity of host administrations at all levels − 
national, regional and local − to support infrastructure development, promote skills 
development and manage the increased flow of tax revenue to the greatest advantage for host 
communities. Support for the social sectors should continue to be a vital part of Canadian 
programming, but if dependency on foreign aid is to be reduced and ultimately eliminated, 
African countries will need significant revenues from indigenous private sectors to sustain their 
progress. 
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he year 2016 is an excellent time to reconsider how Canada can best contribute to 
international development. The change of government at home in 2015 coincides with 
three important agreements were reached under the auspices of the United Nations in 

that same year: 

 the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development;

 the Paris Agreement within the Framework Convention on Climate Change; and

 the Addis Ababa Action Agenda on Financing for Development.

The ground for these agreements was well prepared, so, rather than containing surprises, each 
recognized trends in global thinking and set them as the new baselines for action. 

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development expands upon the Millennium Development 
Goals (MDGs) agreed to in 2000. The MDGs inspired a more collective and rigorous approach 
to international development work than in the past. The MDG targets were largely met at a 
global level (individual countries had widely different achievement rates) and this success 
inspired the global community to continue this approach and identify 17 new Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) and their related targets.  

One important change is that the SDGs are universal with targets for every country − a very 
strong statement of ‘one world’ recognizing the universal nature of the challenges and the effort 
required.  For example, both Canada and Cambodia are tasked to "progressively achieve and 
sustain income growth of the bottom 40 per cent of the population at a rate higher than the 
national average," to "end all forms of discrimination against all women and girls everywhere" 
and to "double the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency" by 2030.  

Another important change is that the scope of the goals has expanded. The MDGs emphasized 
the basic social development building blocks. The SDGs include robust social, economic and 
environmental goals and explicitly recognize that they are “integrated and indivisible."  

Wikipedia 
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Like the SDGs, the Paris Agreement is also a landmark for its recognition of climate change as a 
universal challenge that requires action by all countries through nationally determined 
contributions.  

The Paris Agreement itself is silent on the question of climate financing, but the decision that 
passed the agreement "strongly urges Developed Country Parties to scale up their level of 
financial support." Notably, a longstanding request to ensure that financial support to address 
climate change, or any other environmental concern, be additional to official development 
assistance (ODA) is absent, an implicit recognition, again like the SDGs, that traditional 
economic and social development objectives cannot be met unless this major environmental 
challenge is addressed.   

The Addis Ababa Action Agenda on Financing for Development confirms the primacy of 
mobilizing domestic public and private resources for development. International development 
cooperation comes third among the action areas. Most of the world's economic growth has been 
taking place in Asia and Africa, therefore the availability of domestic resources in most 
developing countries is higher than it has ever been. The agenda calls for policy frameworks to 
be established to mobilize domestic resources and to use external sources of financing more 
effectively. This is not simply taxation policy, but broader policies such as equal economic rights 
for women and men or improved data collection. 

Canada's federal government has touched on these themes in its own thinking and seeks to 
elaborate upon them. The Speech from the Throne in December 2015 states that "the 
Government will focus its development assistance on helping the world’s poorest and most 
vulnerable." The Prime Minister's mandate letter to the Minister of International Development 
tasks her explicitly with "supporting the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development," "providing assistance to countries that are vulnerable to the destabilizing effects 
of climate change, including through climate finance" and working "with the Minister of Finance 
on development financing issues." The Prime Minister, in a meeting with Canadian civil society 
organizations working in international development stated that it is time to "connect the dots" 
between Canada's international development work and work that needs to be done at home. 

For Canada to act effectively, it is important to define what ‘international development 
assistance’ covers.  The vast majority is official development assistance (ODA) which according 
to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) is "administered with 
the promotion of the economic development and welfare of developing countries as its main 
objective" and "is concessional in character." A small portion of Canada's international 
development assistance is either for activities with developed countries or is not concessional in 
nature. This paper focuses on ODA.  

Most Canadians immediately think of ODA as humanitarian assistance.  In fact, most ODA is for 
development − sustained, long-term action to reduce poverty. Such work makes far fewer 
headlines than humanitarian work, but there has now been enough time to see the dramatic 
results − the unprecedented improvements in human health, literacy, freedom and economic 
prosperity over the past 50 years. The federal government in its speeches recognizes that 
humanitarian assistance and development assistance are two distinct components of ODA.  

For policy-making purposes in the current context it is important to break these two categories 
down further. 
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Most Canadians think of humanitarian assistance as a relatively short-term response to a 
natural disaster or violent conflict until the people affected can get back on their own two feet. 
This is still a basic component of humanitarian assistance and Canada must maintain the ability 
to support the humanitarian response of the international community on short notice as well as 
the ability to foresee and manage slower-moving disasters (e.g., locusts, drought). Many lessons 
have been learned from the large-scale disasters of the preceding decade and are being applied 
to improve humanitarian response. 

However, the largest component of humanitarian assistance today is delivered to people who are 
in fact long-term recipients, most often displaced by violent conflict or political impasse. There 
are approximately 65 million displaced people in the world in 2016. The world's largest refugee 
camp, Dabaab in northern Kenya, would count as Kenya's third largest city with a population of 
between 350,000 and half a million people. The camp was established over 20 years ago. The 
world's oldest refugee camps, for displaced Palestinians, have existed since 1949.  

Rethinking how to address this component is underway, notably at the 2016 World 
Humanitarian Summit in Istanbul.  Change will require more work on how diplomacy and 
development assistance can better prevent and resolve conflict. Global Affairs Canada, as a 
unified structure, is well positioned to make these linkages intellectually and in action. 
Canadians have often provided intellectual leadership in the humanitarian field, both in the 
government and voluntary sectors.  A future policy framework should encourage this work and 
leadership to continue.  

ODA for development has long been guided by unified principles.  In the last 20 years there has 
been more attention to tailoring ODA to specific country circumstances as the post-colonial Cold 
War block of ‘Third World’ countries diversified. In considering a policy framework going 
forward, two broad categories of developing countries have emerged that merit consideration for 
distinct Canadian action: fragile states; and middle income countries. 

The majority of the world's poor now live in middle income countries, a result of recent rapid 
economic growth.  It is predicted that by about 2030 poverty in middle income countries will 
have been reduced so much that the previous pattern of the majority of the poorest living in the 
poorest countries will return. Until then, Canada needs a framework for ODA to assist the 
poorest in middle income countries and accelerate this transition.   

Although direct budget support has been the preferred way to deliver ODA to these countries, in 
part because of their greater capacity to plan, manage and report on such flows, that may no 
longer be appropriate. Middle income countries have the potential to mobilize domestic 
resources to provide basic public goods. A better role for foreign donors may be to support local 
governments in domestic resource mobilization, planning capacity, public consultation, system-
wide management, public-private-voluntary sector mobilization and public accountability.  

Geographically, the second component of development assistance is fragile states. Like middle 
income countries, each of these countries is unique and individual programs to address the 
poorest need to be tailored to specific circumstances. Nonetheless, fragile states have in 
common a greater dependence on the international community to fund public goods and 
services, a lesser capacity to prioritize, plan, manage and account for resources and results, 
lower baselines for indicators of human development and a much longer timeframe to reach 
global averages. They usually are also vulnerable to existing environmental degradation and 
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future climate change. Many are in or are emerging from violent conflict. Development 
assistance to these countries will involve bigger budgets and longer term commitments.  

The choice of sectors to assist will vary from country to country. Traditional sectors such as 
health, education or private sector development are worth continuing in appropriate country 
contexts. One sector where Canada had been relatively inactive for a long time has risen to the 
top of the priority list for most developing countries: infrastructure. This sector was once a 
major component of Canadian ODA ranging from feasibility studies (e.g., 3 Gorges Dam in 
China) to construction (e.g., Caribbean Airports Project) to equipment supply (e.g., locomotives 
to Bangladesh Railways). Canada’s contributions to multilateral development banks which then 
on-lend for infrastructure projects are no longer seen as a sufficient response by a number of key 
partner countries which want access specifically to Canadian experience and expertise. Going 
forward Canada will have to consider what role its ODA can play to help countries plan, build, 
maintain and benefit from infrastructure.  

As well, the three crosscutting themes in Canada's current policy framework − gender equality, 
environment and governance − need to be reconsidered as sectors in their own right as well as 
being fundamental considerations for all programming in all sectors. Limitations on direct 
programming in these areas has reduced Canada's potential effectiveness. The centrality of all 
three themes for successful and sustainable development has already been identified in the 
International Assistance Review consultation documents. 

The words ‘capacity building’ put many Canadians to sleep, yet the practice is fundamental to 
almost all of Canada’s ODA programming. It is as associated with Canadian assistance as closely 
as turnkey projects are associated with Japan and let-me-tell-you-how-to-do-it projects are 
associated with former colonial powers.  Capacity building can be difficult to measure. Its results 
are often not evident in the short term and can be hard to attribute directly. Despite this, we 
know that the transfer of money can lead to dependency while the transfer of knowledge fuels 
development, in Canada or internationally. The capacity-building approach is also the most 
likely to produce improvements in the three key themes/sectors. It is worth explicitly describing 
the capacity-building approach in Canada's new policy framework.   

Capacity building does not happen without people. While it is important that Canada’s ODA 
remains untied and that Canada helps countries to find the most suitable advice and knowledge 
wherever it may be found, it is also important to recognize that many countries and 
organizations specifically want Canadian advice and knowledge. Canada is fortunate to have 
multiple levels of government, a multi-sectoral private sector and a vibrant civil society from 
which to draw.  

International development assistance has been a major component of Canada's influence in the 
post-colonial world. Many countries, when they hear that ‘Canada is back’ will be looking 
forward to the results of the International Assistance Review and to more cooperation with 
Canadians. 
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Canadian Global Affairs Institute 

The Canadian Global Affairs Institute focuses on the entire range of Canada’s international 
relations in all its forms including (in partnership with the University of Calgary’s School of 
Public Policy), trade investment and international capacity building. Successor to the Canadian 
Defence and Foreign Affairs Institute (CDFAI, which was established in 2001), the Institute 
works to inform Canadians about the importance of having a respected and influential voice in 
those parts of the globe where Canada has significant interests due to trade and investment, 
origins of Canada’s population, geographic security (and especially security of North America in 
conjunction with the United States) or the peace and freedom of allied nations. The Institute 
aims to demonstrate to Canadians the importance of comprehensive foreign, defence and trade 
policies which both express our values and represent our interests.  

The Institute was created to bridge the gap between what Canadians need to know about 
Canadian international activities and what they do know. Historically Canadians have tended to 
look abroad out of a search for markets because Canada depends heavily on foreign trade. In the 
modern post-Cold War world, however, global security and stability have become the bedrocks 
of global commerce and the free movement of people, goods and ideas across international 
boundaries. Canada has striven to open the world since the 1930s and was a driving factor 
behind the adoption of the main structures which underpin globalization such as the 
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the International Trade Organization and 
emerging free trade networks connecting dozens of international economies. The Canadian 
Global Affairs Institute recognizes Canada’s contribution to a globalized world and aims to 
inform Canadians about Canada’s role in that process and the connection between globalization 
and security.  

In all its activities the Institute is a charitable, non-partisan, non-advocacy organization that 
provides a platform for a variety of viewpoints. It is supported financially by the contributions of 
individuals, foundations, and corporations. Conclusions or opinions expressed in Institute 
publications and programs are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of 
Institute staff, fellows, directors, advisors or any individuals or organizations that provide 
financial support to the Institute. 
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